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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 12 JULY 1995

Present :
Mr George, Governor
Sir David Cooksey
Mrs Heaton
Sir Christopher Hogg
Mr Kenl
Sir David Lees
Ms Masters
Mr Plenderleith
Mr Quinn, Acting Deputy Governor
Sir David Scholey
Mr Simms
Sir Roland Smith
Sir Coljn Southgate

A question having been raised on the drafl Minutes o[ Courl of
5 July, approval was deferred until the followinq week.
There being no comments on the markets, Court proceeded to consider
the final draft of the Board of Banking Supervision's Report on
Barings.

At the Governor's invitation , Mr Foot was in attendance .

Mr Quinn said that Court Members had now had an opportunity to read
Chapters 12, 13 and 14 of the draft Report, together with a summary
of the entire Report, and the Bank's draft response to the main
recommendations.
prepared.

A question and answer briefing was being

Comments on the final draft were being collected from

members of the Board with a view to sending a final, agreed version
to the Chancellor on the following day.

The Chancellor was

proposing to make a statement in the House, after which there would
be a short debate , on Tuesday , 18 July.

Parliament was to rise on

20 July , but its last business day was likely to be 19 July , and
the Governor and Mr Quinn had been called to give evidence to the
Treasury and Civil Service Commi ttee on that day.

l18

The Report would contain the Board's conclusions and its
recommendations .
The Governor and Mr Quinn had been exc:uded from
the Board's discussions on the ~ole of the Bank and of the SFA .
Mr Quinn believed that t he Board had tried to judge the Bank fai~ly
and objectively, but we could not entirely agree with all of its
judgements.

If anything , the Board had endeavourPd to avoid any

accusation of favouring the Bank , and had judged us by the highest
standards .

While we did not seek any other measure, this had led

to some harshness in Lheir assessment of the Bank.
The Board ' s main conclusion was that the collapse was caused by a
comprehensive breakdown in the internal controls of the integrated
banking and securities entity .
The breakdown had been so
comprehensive that it was difficult to understand how it could have
occurred .
It was important not to forget that the origin of the
problem was Leeson's activities, and these

activit~es

extended back

over a per i od of time.
Barings had been trying to put a securities company and a bank
together as a single operating entity, and to do so in a number of
geographical locations which were competing hard for business .
There wexe different cultures, and different attitudes to controls .
There were internal strains and rivalries , and the combined entity
had not paid sufficient attention to the need for a controls
environment that matched the nature and speed of the risks that
they were taking on.
There had been confusion about
responsibilities, reporting lines and accounting procedures.
As a
result Barings had been vulnerable to abuse and deceit.
Leeson
had exploited this .

~he

Report could not say why, but it was

clear that his activit1es had gone undetected or ignorPd for a long
per1od .

Information provided co management and regulators here

and abroad had been false and misleading.

In early 1995 matters

had escalated very rapidly, particularly following the Kobe
earthquake .

Even then, signs were ignored .

Mr Quinn said that Court Members would want to assess the
culpability of the Bank itself .
Th e Report criticised us for the
i mpl e mentation of our pol i cies r ath er than for the policies
These criticisms were
themselves or our approach to s u pervision .
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focused on one individual, Thompson, who had in fact resigned the
previous day .
The Report did not conclude that we had
contributed, by omission or commission, to the collapse - but
neither did it exonerate us.
It was conceivable that we might
have detected something earlier had we been more

v~gilant,

but

Mr Quinn believed this doubtful given the stace of Barings'
controls in the banking/securities area:
problems there.

and we had no hint of the

Other businesses in the Barings Group seemed to

have been conducted properly.

we had in fact planned to do a

controls inspection on the combined securities/banking entity in
March 1995.
It was debatable whether Coopers & Lybrand would have
discovered the weaknesses.
The present Parliament were unlikely to give us the benefit of the
doubt.
The Barings management story was well enough known
already:

the spotlight would undoubtedly be on the Bank.

deal of attention was likely to fall on Thompson:

A good

Mr Quinn sa i d

that he stood ready to provide details of his terms of departure,
if Court required.
Finally, Mr Quinn said that the production of the Report had been a
monumental effort by Lhe Board and the supporting team, with
20 man-years work since March and with Lhe Report completed in less
Lhan five months compared with a year for BCCI, 15 months for House
of Fraser, 24 months for Blue Arrow, 6 years for Barlow Clowes and Guinness still incomplete.
Sir David Scholey said that the Report showed that management
systems had been inadequate over a long period.

It was not clear

whether the Bank had been seeing internal audit reports rPlating to
this, and to what extent the Bank had asked questions of management
about controls.

Mr Quinn said that the problems had begun in 1992

when the securities trading activities of Barings became
unprofitable. Questions had been thrown up about management
controls at that stage, and had been discussed between the Bank and
the SFA.

Barings had considered disposing of the securities arm,

buL had eventually decided to merge it with the bank.

We had

subsequently had regular contact and stayed close while Barings put
the two operations together .
We had had contact with the external
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auditors on control questions, and they had told us that the
controls in Barings were "informal but effective ".
We had taken
comfort from that.
We had chosen to wait until the merger was
complete before instituting a review of hign l evel controls - th 1s
had been planned for March 1995.
Sir Colin Southgate said thaL his concern was the time taken by the
Bank to react to events.

There was the case of the request of

January 1993, which was not dealt with until May 1994.

Then there

had been the solo consolidation:
the first example of its kind,
and one that should have required much management atcention.
Mr Quinn said that it was hard to give satisfactory answers to
these questions .

It was clear t hat we were vulr.erable:

we had

not been as rigorous in dealing with outstanding issues as we
should have been.
In defence of the supervisors, there had been
nothing either in the background or in the foreground thaL might
have led them to feel nervous.

The large exposure guidelines were

about credit risk, and the risks involved seemed very low.
Sir Colin Southgate said that the Bank had granted a concession on
an existing policy, and should nave reviewed that regularly for so
long as it was in place.

Sir Christopher Hogg asked whether the Bank talked regularly to
overseas regulators about the overseas subsidiaries of UK banks.
Mr Quinn confirmed that we did, including to Singapore, who were
members of the offshore supervisors group and a country where many
UK firms were established.

The re were in fact good contacts with

the Monetary Authority of Singapore, who were a tough, competent
and helpful supervisor.

But in late 1994 and early 1995 Lhere had

been two visits explicitly to check on the operations of UK banks
in Singapore :

the Monetary Authority had raised no points about

Barings - even though lhey had raised concerns about other
instiLuLions .

There were recommendations in the Report about

liaison with overseas supervisors.

Sir Christopher Hogg asked why

Singapore had been uncooperative with the Inquiry.
they were defensive about their own role?

Was it because

Mr Quinn said that

Singapore was a fast developing financial centre, and the
authorities there were indeed sensitive to their image; but they
did have genuine legal difficulties as well.
The Governor added
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that we had ourselves found it difficult to pass s ome information
to Singapore through the gateways .
Mrs Heaton asked whether there were a l arge number of concessions.
Mr Quinn confirmed that there were.

The large exposures rule had

been introduced, by the Bank, in che 1980s, and then redefined by
an EC Directive .
When banks and securities companies had merged
we had had to adapt the large e xposures rules , but there had been
quite a lot of respecificalion .
One outcome was the granting of
treasury concessions .

There were probably too many of these .

Mrs Heaton noted thal the informal concession in this case had run
on as policy was still being de'leloped.
Mr Foot said that the
handling of this had nevertheless been unusual:
it would bP normal
for a concession to be limited both 1n time and amount, and known
to other people.
The Governor said that the apparently leisurely progress of
Barings' osaka exposure reflected the facL Lhat there was a debate
on the appropriate treatment of an exposure to a futures exchange :
whether it was a single exposure, or whether it was a series of
exposures reflecting the support of all the members of the
exchdnge.
It was a perfectly reasonable question for debate, and
a question o n which Barings was entitled to see k legal opinion ot
its own .
It was certainly not a question that needed to be
decided immediately .

The Governor added that, as presented to the

Bank, Barings had been operating on misleading data.
ambiguity at all about the connected lending limit .
understood, and we knew they understood,

There was no
Barings

that the limLt was 25%.

The fact was that Barings thought the top-up represented

l~nding

to

clients , and consequently they did not report it as connected
lending.
Sir Colin Southgate said that he found the performance of the
auditors highly questionable.

Sir Davld Cooksey agreed:

the

Report said that Leeson squared off his books at the year end, but
nevertheless there had been massive funding, which should have been
spotted .

Mr Quinn said that the auditors had chosen to test

sample trans a ctions , rather than all transactions .
This was
legitimate , b ut the testing had been jnadequate .
He believed that
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the section of the Report dealing with auditors would prove
extremely awkward for Coopers .
Mr Quinn noted that the large exposures section of the Report was
the only area where the Board had been unable to come to a view on
whether or not the Bank had contributed in some way to the failure.
But he found it surprising that the question had been left open.
Up until the end of January 1995, the large exposures concession
could have made no difference : Leeson was not relying on margin
payments. The suggestion that by pressing Barings to comply with
the 25% rule after the end of January 1995 would have made any
difference seemed fanciful : Barings, as the Report made clear,
were not in a position to know whether they were meeting it or not .
Sir David Scholey referred to the speech given by the Chairman of
the SIB that day.

The Bank seemed vulnerable to the criticism

that it was not sufficiently familiar with securities markets.
We
needed to anticipate tha c line of argument.
Mr Quinn said that
the Bank was certainly less well equipped to understand securities
markets lhan it should be, but the question could not be fully
addressed without going into the respective roles of supervisors.
Mr Simms noted that Leeson had shown considerable IT skills, and
wondered whether the regulatory authorities were competent enough
themselves in the IT field.
Ms Masters felt that chis raised the
question of the controls monitored by internal and external
auditors:

Sir Colin Southgate remarked on Leeson ' s ability to have

reporting instructions changed without any control consequences.
Mr Quinn said that Leeson hdd in practice had a free rein in
Singapore, being responsible both in dealing and settlement.
On
IT, the Bank had eight years ago issued guidance to banks on IT
risks, and that was still in use.
Mr Foot added that the Bank's
traded markets team was competent both ~n the use of models and in
computer systems.

The Governor felt that it was inconceivable

that the Bank could have detected a change in a compu t er programme
in an offshore location .

The Bank was only one in a series of

barriers, which included management, 1nternaJ auditors and external
auditors .

We could not ever hope to have complete knowledge,
In response to a
worldwide, of the workings of a banking group.
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question from Ms Masters, Mr Quinn said that the auditors had
specifically targeted the controls on margining - and had said that
they found the internal control regime in that area to have been
satisfactory.
Sir Roland Smith asked whe ther we would have supervised Lhe
institution differently if its name had not been Barlngs .
Mr Quinn said that we would not - but we did take track record into
accounl.

Ten years ago it might have been said that the Accepting

Houses had a relatively soft ride, but the present

superv~sory

team, under Carol Sergeant, was tough and inquisit1ve.

Mrs Heaton

noted that the Report itself had referred to the management of
Barings being well known to the Bank.

~r

Quinn said that

management might be trusted, but they were still asked many
penetrating questions.
Sir Roland Smith asked how much the Bank relied on the Securities
and Futures AuthoriLy, which emerged from the Report looking a bit
feeble, with frequent staff changes .

Mr Quinn said that there was

close cooperaLion wi th the SFA , whose Chief ExecuLive was a former
Bank supervisor.

Mr Foot sai d that the organisalion was

relatively new, and did have rapid staff turnover, but wP had to
rely on them because they had the UK site responsibility for
Barings Securities.

Sir Roland Smith askPd whether we were

ourselves worried about continuity of staffing.

Mr FooL said Lhat

Thompson had been in place since 1991, although there had been a
more rapid turnover of the analysts involved .
Sir David Scholey asked how the proposed quality assessment reviews
would be conducted.

~r

Foot said that the reviews would not be

conducted by line management but would probably not be external to
the Bank .

The Governor said that we had yet to take the decisions

in this area, and that he himself had an open mind on whether thPre
should be some kind o f external input.

We already had a

capability via the SIU for cold reviews, but that tended to
concentrate on fraud rather than on a review of the supervision of
the bank itself.
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Mr Plenderleith wondered whether the standard of supervision
displayed in this case was typic al.
Mr Quinn said that there had
been a substantial culture change since BCCI, and this had led to a
toughening up of supervision.
ever before.

We were now more penetrating than

Thompson, the senior manager responsible for

Barings, had found this culture change harder than most.
already had doubts about him in this

res~ect

We had

even before this

episode. Mr Foot said that several other supervisors needed to be
moved out, but we couldn't rush at this because there was a need to
preserve continuity and knowledge.
Ms Masters asked whether supervision was a contir.uing process or
something that happened intermittently. Mr Quinn said that it was
continuous, although there was obviously a prudential timelable:
but that we needed to avoid a rule-book based supervision, which
wen t for appearance rather than substance.
The Governor added
that each supervisory ~nterview, in a sense, was an aud~t.
A
question which we would be looking at was whether the points raised
at a supervisory interview should be written down in letters,
analogous Lo signing-off an audit.

We also needed to look at the

handover mechanisms between individual analysts in supervision .
Sir David Lees wondered whether there were lessons for BOBS itself
in the Report.
Were there areas in which they themselves should
have taken a closer i nterest - for example large exposures, or
internal audit reports?

There was a question as to whether the

Board was the ultimate authority for supervision - the pos ition
seemed obscure.

The Governor noted that in their recommendations ,

the Board asked for regular repoxts on l arge exposures .

Sir David

wondered whether there were other areas in which the Board's
relationship wiLh the Bank might change.
had not yet been discussed .

The Governor said this

The Board's re:ationship to Banking

supervision wa s rather similar to that of Court with the rest of
the Bank :

they were able to form judgements about management, and

review management decisions, but without checking excessively
everything.
Committee

Sir David noted that Court itself had an Audit
the Board did not.

The Governor thought that the

proposed quality assessment reviews might have a role to play here.
Sir David Scholey felt that ic was up to Court iLself to make sure
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that the Bank was capable of delivering the requirements set by the
Board.

He felt that there should be another discussion with the

Board now that the conclusions on Barings had been received.
Sir David Scholey asked what was the most justi:iable criticism of
the Bank in the Report.

The Governor said that in general terms,

the criticism was that the Bank had been a long-stop and had failed
to stop a difficult and bouncy ball.

Specifically, we had been

less than rigorous on large exposures and on solo consolidation.
Sir David Scholey asked whether this failure reflected specifically
on Thompson .

The Governor confirmed that it did :

more rigour on

his part would have avoided criticism of the Bank, although perhaps
not stopped the failure .

Mr Quinn said that his main worry was

the recurrence of a failure of internal communication.
Smith asked about litigation .

Sir Roland

The Governor said that the Act

protected us, although the bond holders, who were actively
campaigning for compensation, might attempt to sue.

The auditors

were more vulnerable.
The Governor said chaL he would wish to look again
document which had been placed before Court:

a~

the response

he wanted it to be

clear that the Bank had failed to detect the problems, and that we
accepted all the recommendations .

Court members welcomed this,

and Ms Masters said that she would expect to see more in terms of
an action plan with timings in the specific responses.
Sir Christopher Hogg said that he was generally uneasy about the
Bank's position in supervision.
would not happen again.

We could not be sure that this

The Bank was now fighting for its

supervisory life, and it fell to Court to consider what constituted
adequate supervision, and how it was Lo be delivered by Lhe Bank.
Sir David Scholey felt that it would be right for the Bank's
Executive, the Court and the Board of Banking Supervision itself to
meet to discuss what future role the Bank should have in
supervision.

The debate was widening internationally in this

area, and it was time now for Court and the Board either to confirm
the present position or to debate it .

The Bank's standing was

vulnerable to more episodes of this kind .

He would welcome a
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debate on this topic once the new Deputy Governor was in place.
Court agreed to this.
Finally, Sir David Scholey said that the supervi sors themselves
should not be unduly downhearted .
extremely difficult circumstances.

They did a good job in
Whatever criticisms there

might be in the Report, the Bank should not forgeL Lhat iL had
taken the d ght judgement about Barings in February, and been
vindicated .
BCCI Litigat ion

Mr Quinn said that on the =allowing Monday there was likely to be a
hearing of the Bank's application for trial on preliminary issues
in the BCCI litigation.
This was, in effect , our application to
strike out the liquidators' writ .

The hearing would determine

whether there was any subs t ance to our claim.
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 19 JULY 1995
Present:
Mr George, Governor
Mr Quinn, Acting Deputy Governor
Sir Christopher Hogg
Mr Kent
Sir Chips Keswick
Mr King
S1r David Lees
Ms Masters
Sir Jeremy Morse
Mr Plenderleith
S~r

David Scholey

Mr Simms
Sir David Simon
Sir Roland Smith

The Minutes of the Courts of 5 and 12 July were approved.
Monthly Economic and Market Report, including market charts
(Mr Bowen in attendance)
Mr King recalled that in May, the Bank had recommended a l / 2%
increase in short-term interest rates in order to improve the
chance of meeting the Government's 2 1/2% inflaLion targeL by
the spring of 1997.

The minutes of the June meeting had been

published that day, dnd showed Lhat we had repeated the advice,
while acknowledging that the case for a rise in interest rates
had not been strengthened very greatly by the subsequent
events.

Since then activity had become weaker, but RPIY

inflation had risen.

Our dilemma had thus become more acute.

It was clear that cost pressures were coming through

i~to

inflation, although domestically-generated pressures were
weaker.

On activity, the final figure for non-oil growth in

the first quarter was 0.6%, around the trend rate.

It was

clear that the figure would have been lower but for the
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National Lottery .

Manufacturing output had been flat for some

time, as had retail sales .

The first estimate for growth in

the second quarter would be available on Friday, and would be
an importan t indicat o r , as would be the CBI's quarterly trends
survey .

The labour market statistics published that morning

had showed continued growth i n employment according to the
Labour Force Survey (LFS) , b ut unemployment falling more
slowl y, even rising on t he LFS b asis .
The questions that we had to a d dress as we approached the nex t
Governor/Chancellor meeting a nd the Inflation Report were
whether the apparent pause in growth was temporary or a sign of
further slowdown;

what risks could be seen to the inflation

outlook, arising for example from wage pressures {though there
h<ld been remarkable stability thus far) ;

and whether the "tale

of t wo cities" analysis still held - whether net trade remained
such a positive contributor to growth.
Mr King
growth .

add~d

that a further element in the puzzle was money

Narrow money growth was well above the official

monitoring range ;

it had been argued that this was a good

indicator of future inflation , b ut it was nevertheless
difficult to e x plain the t r end .

Broad money growth had been

increasing very sign if i can t ly, and was now above the top of the
monitoring range according to shorL-run measures .

Indeed the

corpor<ltc sector had suddenly become a hearty borrower .
Commenting on the market charts , Mr Plenderleith said that
sterling had made up the ground lost on tl1e Conservative
leadership election, but had not made up the ground lost since
the beginning of the year.

Int erest rate

expecLal~ons,

meanwhile, were much lower in the near term, but further out
t here had been a significant rise in expectations .

Taken

together, these two developments pointed to a worsening in the
credibility of monetary p ol icy, and raised the question whether
t here would be an i mpac t on behaviour .
S ir Christopher Ho gg agreed that inflation had moved into a
cost - p ush phase , b u t believed that industry and commerce were
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likely to be able to contain this over the P.ext few months.
He now saw less inflationary pressure than had oeen the case a
few months ago.

Sir Chips Keswick poinced co che rapid growch

in agricultural prices and incomes:

Mr King said that it was

true lhaL Lhe CAP had an inflationary effecl aL present - we
had pointed this out in the May Inflation Report, and would do
so again in August .
Sir David Lees said that an important question was the likely
strength of our export markets.

If these were weakening, it

would be bad for the export sector, and perhaps quite a
material issue for future growth.

He felt slightly less

confident of the prospect than had been the case six months
before;

but he acknowledged that there were pdrticular

uncertainties at the moment, not least because of the new car
registration year.

Mr Simms said thac housing remained an

extremely depressed area, as did construction.

Industrial

construction contracts, which might be an indicator of
investment, were falling very sharply.
Sir David Simon said that cost pressures arose not so much from
wages as from inputs.

On overall growth, it

w~s

hard to know

whether we were facing a pause or a slowdown - to company
management they tended to look the same .

But it was clear

that the oil price had come off, and was now aL Lhe low end of
the expected range, and bulk chemical costs were off as well.
There was evidence from the United States that inventories were
being built up.

Overall, he felt that companies would have a

relative:y good time at current exchange rates for a while
longer.
Sir Jeremy

~orse

said that our difficulty was greater because

we were facing neither a raging boom nor a slump.

Consumers

everywhere were enjoying less personal security, and we were
therefore likely to see a continuing shallow recovery or a
shallow dip .

On the apparent worsening in monetary policy

credibility, he felt that, if doubts existed, they had more to
do with the prospect of an election Lhan wiLh Lhe split between
the Governor and the Chancellor .

The Bank had been right in
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May to advise against taking a risk :

but the Chancellor had

done so, and so it was important for him to be shown right.
Sir David Scholey wondered how far we were still affected by
long-term trends :

the initial benefit of our exit from the

ERM, and the debt-related contraction of the consumer sector .
If those effects were wearing off, then so too were some of the
positive influences that had helped monetary policy thus far .
Ile felt the monetary indicators were very worrying .
The Governor sald that the dilemma was now quite acutP.

We

clearly had cost pressures, including labour cost pressures,
all in the short run.

In the longer run, if one took the view

that the slowdown was likely to persist, then it was possible
to see how we could get to a 2 1/2% inflation rate.
But you
had to ask why consumer spending should not pick up next year.
Incomes were likely to be higher , and taxes lower or at least
not still increasing .
Investment in industry , which might be
expected eventually to raise capacity, was all in the future so it was easy to see how inf:ation might rise .
Publicly, we
had to acknowledge that the economy had s_owed more than we
expected .

But we could not take any view on how long rhat

would go on for .

There was a risk in trying to talk the

economy down .
Mr Quinn noted that tradable goods prices were
rising more rapidly than non-tradables; AL presenL Lradables
reflected net export s~rength .
If domestic demand should pick
up later this year, the ind~ces for both tradables and
non-tradables could pick up sharply.

The 1995 Pay Round Report (Mr Lecky - Thompson in attendanc e )
Wi th reference to a Minute of 5 July and in presenting this
year's report on the pay round, Mr Lecky-Thompson said that we
had had a successful outcome in all our barga ining units, well
below Union demands ;

were prospectively within Lhe public pay

target for the y ear ;

and had started a strong trend towards

merit pay rather than

across-the-boa~d

settlements.

Nevertheless he did see difficulties in the future.

Thus far
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we had met pay policy by taking advantage o: staff savings and
resulting productivity .
There would be fewer in the coming
year such as the 40 or so job losses in the Branches .

In

addition the market, particularly for professional staff, was
hardening against us.

And there were genuine additional

demands for such staff .
Overall, in recent years we had cut
the number of Officials by 10%, but the woLkload had been
rising.

We would soon be reaching a stage where we needed to
do major recruiting in that area and were already recruiting
some support staff at a junior level.
This could put the
public pay limit under pressure - conceivably, having looked at
the numbers, we would need to go back to the Treasury.
Sir David Scholey asked what had caused the market to harden
against us.
Mr Lecky-Thompson said that there had been clear
upward pressure on pay; we had seen this i n our recent
attempts to recruit staff in their late 20s and 30s.
It was
in the professional area, the Officials, where the pressures
were most acute:
in general, the Bank was relatively well paid
at the lower end, and relatively poorly p~id at the higher end.
Mr Plenderleith commented that looking through the cycle as a
whole, we tended to attract two sorts of individual.
On the
one hand, there were those who were genuinely interested in the
Bank's work, and the issues that arose:

we were still

attractive to that group, who were less driven by pay.

But

increasingly we needed to hire staff from Ll1e financial sector,
with tradeable knowledge, who would be more mobile and more
concerned about salary differentials.
people from that group,

alt~ough

We could and did lose

we cou l d occasionally

accommodate them on short - term concracts.

Mr Quinn said that

in the 30-35 year age group, perceptions of prospects had been
clouded by the Asbridge message : their traditional willingness
to accept a poor pay package agalnst the prospect of a long
term career had diminished.
We were clearly now suffering
from that .

(Sir Chips Keswick noted that after Barings we

might need to pay danger money to supervisors ! )
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Sir David Lees warned that we would need to be very clear ,
before approaching HMT under the public pay policy rules, that
there really was no scope for further economies :

we might need

to make a special case in the supervision area alone, rather
than for the Bank as a whole.
Sir David Simon said that he was surprised to see the ''acrossthe-board" language still in use at the Bank:

the practice

increasingly was to pay very small rises across-the-board , if
any , and to concentrate entirely on personal merit pay .
Nevertheless, he said , BP had lost more people over the past
si x months to higher paying jobs than over che whole of the
past four years.

The Exchange Clearing House (Mr Clar k in a tt endance )
At the Governor's invitation , Mr Clark presented a paper
describing the Bank's proposed role in monitoring and
supervising the ECHO netting system .

Mr Clark said that ECHO
netti~g

was a London-based clearing house for the multilateral
of spot and forward foreign e x change contracts.

Such a

netting system, if properly structured, could bring significant
benefi ts to the foreign exchange market, reducing risk and
increasing efficiency .

The counterpart, however, was that it

did concentraLe within ECHO the counterparty risk that wou ld
otherwise exisL between the part_cipaling members, and this in
turn focused moral hazard on the host central bank.

Measures

to deal wi th this had been at the heart of our o wn
cons ideration of the proposal, wh ich had taken place against a
background of the Lamfalussy standardo agreed a few years ago .
The key protections were that the arrangements should be
legally r obust, that participants should be substantial
institutions with adequate financial resources, that there
should be a pool of assets to provide immediate liquidity and
adequate loss sharing agreements.

A particular issue for any

scheme of this kind was the UK Insolvency Act, and ECHO needed
to derogate from that provided for under t he

~989

Companies
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Act .
The Bank had to set up a regime under that Act, and
regulations we r e short l y to be laid before Parliament .
Sir David Scholey asked whe t her any other centre was likely to
set up an equivalenL netting scheme; and whether the Bank was
effectively the lead regulator or sole regulator.
Mr Clark
said that there was the Multinet scheme in the Uniced States,
wh i ch was running a little behind ECHO ; and confirmed that the
Bank would be the sole regulator of the ECHO scheme.
Sir Roland Smitn asked where the Bank was at risk.

Mr Clark

said thac we would have to demonstra Le due diligence in
approving the scheme, and when the scheme was
t h at the standards continued to be met .

go~ng,

ensure

The Governor added

that while the financial risk to Lhe Bank was small, there was
inevitably a reputational risk .
Sir Jeremy Morse asked what other organisations conducted this
kind of supervision.
Mr Clark said that there were no others,
though a close parallel existed in the SIB in its oversight of
clearing houses .
Sir Christopher Hogg asked wh~ther ECHO
would deal with Herstatt risk :

Mr Clark said that that was

best addressed through the interlinking of national RTGS
systems .

The Governor agreed .

Court noted the Bank's involvement in the ECHO scheme.

Relations with HM Treasury (Mr Clark i n attendance)
In presenting this paper, Mr Clark said that it had been
prepared at the former Deputy Governor's suggestion, and
provided a situation report on the Bank' s relationship with its
dif ferent counterparts at HM Treasury.

Sir Jeremy Morse

thought that the paper was e x tremely helpful.

He noted Lhat

wha tever the statutory arrangements between a central bank and
a treasury, the practical working depended on the mutual
re spect of those involved .

His general sense was that

relation s curre ntly were not too bad .
concern:

He had t wo areas of

firstly, whether we were able to cover adequately the
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international side of the Treasury; and secondly, the
implications of the Chancellor's initiative in relation to the
City.

In this respect he knew from experience how difficult

it was to corral C1ty interests; and the City irself knew that
Government was to be treated with caution .
He assumed that
the Bank's attitude was that such initiatives from the other
end of Lown would have a relatively short life.
Mr King felt that the present arrangements for international
affairs were working well : both the Bank and the Treasury had
been overwhelmed by international issues, and he had been able
to play a part with Sir Nigel Wicks .
The precise division of
work was reasonably clear, and once the Treasu r y reorganisation
had been settled, and the international side of the Treasury
found its position secure, their concern about the Bank's
reorganisaL~on had greatly diminished .
On the City initiative, the Governor said that he had
encouraged the Chancellor to take it .

It was clear that what

the City would want in any discussion of this kind were changes
in regulation , tax and infrastructure, and these were things
that only the Government could provide : if anyone else were in
the chair , they would be squeezed between conflicting
interests.
Sir Chips Keswick felt that it would be a great
pity if the Bank gave up its role of intermediating between the
City and Whitehall on issues such as the quality of
legislation .

The Governor said that we weie noL giving up our

interest, but felt it betcer if che City became directly
exposed Lo the Government and vice versa on issues which only
the Government could address .
He agreed with Sir Jeremy ~orse
that we should keep close to what the Government was doing.
Mr Kent said that che objectives of the proposed City group had
yet to be explored : its first preliminary meeting was that
day .
The group had to write its own objectives, and the
thought was that it would act as a catalyst for addressing
short term structural issues i nvolving the City;

outward

promotion, and inward promotion.
Sir David Simon thought the
most interesting issue was how you promoted Lhe competitiveness
of the City as a whole in international markets.

One could
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approach this either in a top down, macro way , or in detail , at
the micro level.

The former was quite difficult for the City,

and it might be dangerous to set up a single inscitution.
Sir Christopher Hogg said that the proposed group would give
tangible e x pression co concerns i n the City on issues of
organisation.

He had sensed for some time the Bank's

reluctance to be pro-active in this area, or to set itself up
as offering more than it could deliver .
More generally, Sir Christo9her Hogg thought that the overall
relationship between the Bank and the Treasury must have
improved considerably over the pasc chree years.

Mr Quinn

felt that generally the Bank and the Treasury operated well in
tandem .

In the regulatory field,

though, he had occasionally

recently found them "thinking their own thoughcs";
officials were less easy to deal with.

and some

Mr Plenderleith said

that an important development in his area had been the
development of explicit remits, for example in debt management.
The Bank had been closely involved in the Treasury's debt
management review, which as a result had come out far better
than might at one stage have been expected.

One reason for

that was our own new internal organisrttion, which had Pnabled
us to address the issues raised by the Treasury in an extremely
constructive and effective way.
On the Debt Management Review itself, Mr

Plenderlei~h

reported

that the paper Lo be published that afternoon wou l d review the
entire framework of debt management, articulate the framework
more clearly, announce some operational changes in the area of
auctions and taps, and report the various changes in the market
structure already announced .

We were very happy with the

outcome, and this was reflected in the fact that the Governor
had now signed a foreword to the report.

The Risks from CREST (Mr Simpson, CREST Company Sec ret a ry, i n
attendance)
Mr Kent introduced the quarterly report on CREST .

He said that

the aim of these reports was to reassure Members of Court that
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CREST wa s not posing a risk to the Bank.

The main risk

highlighted in the report was the continuing debate with the
Stock Exchange, which now turned on the costs of
de-commissioning the Talisman system .

The Stock Exchange

wanted to put these costs onto CREST .

How large these costs

were, of course, depended on how the transition was managed:
i[ Talisman ran for a long time at below capacity,

the fixed

costs would dominate and the losses would be large .
changeover would reduce the problem .

A quick

Some of the market

owners of CRESTCO had now begun to discuss the issues directly
with the Stock Exchange, and we were hopeful of a satisfactory
outcome, which is why CREST now classified this as a low risk
area.

The risk in respect of SIB authorisation was also

looking more likely to be resolved satisfactorily, and Mr Kent
felt that the risk could now be categorised as "medium '' .
Ms Masters asked whaL financial risk remained to the Bank if
CREST failed to work:

Mr Kent confirmed that there was no

residual financial or contractual risk to the Bank of England
if CREST failed.

The Printing Works Annu al Report and t he Report and Ac counts of
Debden Security Printing Ltd (Mr Jarvis in attendance)
Sir Christopher Hogg said that he remained keen that Debden
should be exposed as far as possible Lo the commercial world in
a real way .

Mr Jarvis said that he saw DSP as a useful means

of achieving this, and referred to the commercial contracts
that had been successfully negotiated or were in contemplation .
Sir Dav id Lees asked why Debden Security Printing was paying no
dividend to the Bank :

Mr Jarvis said that there were various

contingencies which required DSP to have reasonable liquidity
at present, but the Governor said that we would take advice on
the question of a dividend and revert to Court .

Ms Masters

asked what would happen to the spare property at Debden when
the refurbishment was finished :

Mr Jarvis said that this would

revert to the Bank, and would be available for Bank purposes or
for sal e if required.
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Sir Roland Smith asked whether Mr Jarvis regretted the passing
of the Debden Committee :

Mr Jarvis said that he did, as he had

valued the opportunity to discuss the Printing Works with
people with direct commercial experience.

A Report of the Trustees of the Court Pension Scheme t ogether
with the Annual Report and Accounts

The Governor, having declared his potential interest in the
Court Pension Scheme, together
King,

~ent

and Plenderleith,

w~th

inv~ted

those of Messrs Quinn,
Sir Roland Smith, the

Chairman of the Trustees of the Court Pension Scheme to
introduce the Report.

This commented on a recent Report of

the Chief Investment Manager/ the laLest Report and Accounls of
the Scheme and the actuarial valuation of the Scheme as at 28
February 1995.

Wilh regard to the latter item, the Report

recommended acceptance of the Actuary's suggested contribution
rate of 19% pa of pensionable remuneration for the current year
together with a special

contributio~

of 27% {of the £78,600

earnings cap) for the Deputy Governor - elect for the latter six
months of the Scheme year (27% being the rate determined by the
Actuary to fund future service benefits);

these contributions,

to be paid on 1 and 11 september respectively.
cour~

approved the recommendaLion.

The latest Report and Accounts of the Court Pension Scheme were
laid before Court.
A Report of the Trustees of the Staff Pension Fund together
with the Annual Report and Accounts.
Sir Chriscopher Hogg, in his capacity as Chairman of the
Trustees of the Staff Pension Pund, introduced a Report of the
Trustees relating to a Report of the Chief Investment Manager
concerning the management of the Fund's investment portfolio
during the six months from 1 October 1994 to 31 March 1995.
The Report also drew attention to the Fund ' s holding oE
£2 , 250 000 9.25% Perpetual Subordinated Notes issued by Baring
1
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plc.

In view of the potential conflic t of interest, the

investment managers had sought guidance from the Trustees on
what action they should take to maxim1se recoveries.

The

Trustees had been advised by Mr Kent, as the only Executive
trustee, that they
groups:

shou~d

not join with Lhe various action

but the Trustees felt that they needed a direction

from Court to confirm this .

Ms Masters expressed some concern

about a failure by the Trustees to maximise returns, but it was
noted thQt it was open to Court both to direct the Trustees and
to make good any consequential losses.

Sir David Lees

wondered whether the Pension Fund could put pressure on ING by
threatening to Wlthdraw business from Baring Asset Management
or to renegotiate the substantial fees charged;

Sir David

Scholey had earl1er indicated supporL for this idea.

The

Governor said that he would find himself in some difficulty
with ING 1f this course were pursued . Mr Kent said t hat his
view had been based on the fact that the Fund had a surplus,
that the prospective loss was small;

that the Fund already had

an unequivocal guarantee from the Bank to make up the necessary
funds;

and that in the public perception it would be difficult

to disentangle high profile actions by the Pension Fund and
those of the Bank.
analysis.

The Governor said thAt hP agreed with this

Sir Jeremy Morse said that it would in the

circumstances be right for the Bank to undertake specifically
to make good any losses occasioned by a fa i lure Lo pursue the
rights of

not~

holders alongside anJL action group;

and Court

agreed LhdL Lhe direction should be given on that basis.
The latest Report and Accounts of the Staff Pension Fund were
laid before Court.
The Executive Report

With reference to a Minute of 12 July, Mr Quinn reported that
the Bank's applicat i on in the BCCI case :or a trial of the
preliminary issues had been successful.
to take place later this year .

A hearing was likely

In the meantime the Liquidator

was said to be amending his claim, yet again .
balance to be not such good news .

This seemed on
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The Governor said that he was proposing to arrange a joir.t
meeting of Court and the Board of Banking Supervision on
Thursday 21 September.

This would be a special meeting of

Court, and we would be contacting Members' offices directly to
see if it were possible.
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 26 JULY 1995

Present
Mr Quinn, Acting Deputy Governor
Mr King
Mr Plenderleith

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
ratification by the next Court .
The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, were noted .
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 2 AUGUST 1995

Present :
Mr George, The Governor
Mr Quinn , Acting Deputy Governor
Mr King
S ir David Lees
Mrs Heaton
Mr Plenderleith
Si r David Simon

The number of Djrectors assembled being insufficient co for m a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
rat ification by the next Court .
The Minutes of the last Meeting, having been circulated, were
noted .
Mr Plenderleith spoke about the markets.

Sterling had begun to

r ise on the OECD Report , and had taken the Inflation Report ,
p ublished that morning, as repeating the view that rates would have
t o rise .in

o~'der

to achieve the Government's targeL.

Mrs Heaton asked about the implications of the Bank of Japan's
re scue of the Cosmo Credit Union .

Mr Quinn felt that this case
But there remained a
had been handled better than earlier ones.
major question over the vulnerability of other institutions, and
whether the <Japanese would address that .

The Governor believed

that the situation remained potentially dangerous.
had been providing advice at the Bank of Japan's

We ourselves

re~quest.

MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DI RECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 9 AUGUST 1995

Present
Mr George, The Governor
Mr Quinn, Acting Deputy Governor
Mr Kent
Mr Plenderleith

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient t o form a
q uorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
ratif ication by the next Court .
The Minutes of the last Meeting, having been circulated, were
note d.
Mr Plenderleith spoke briefly about the state of the markets .

\~ -
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MINUTES OF A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 16 AUGUST 1995

Present:
Mr George, Governor
Sir David Lees
Professor Sir Roland Smith
Sir Colin SouthgaLe
Sir Christopher Hogg
Mrs Heaton
Sir Chips Keswick
Mr Kent
Sir David Cooksey
Ms Masters
Mr Simms
Sir David

s ~ mon

The Minut e s of the Court of 19 July and the Meetings of 26 July,
2 and 9 August, having been circulated, were approved.
Inflation Report Discussion and Market Charts (Me1ssrs Townend and
Bowen in attendance)
Commenting on the Bank's Inflation Report, which had been
published on 2 August, Mr Bowen said that although the inflation
forecast was slightly lower than in the May Report f or most of
the next two years, the central projection remained above the
Government's 2.5% t arget in early 1997.
recovery remained evident with

i~flation

The dual nature of the
in t he traded goods

sector now, unusually, higher than that for non-traded goods.
The inflation outlook depended on the answers to three questions.
Will output continue to grow at its recent pace?

Will the

inflationary pressures felt in the traded goods sector cause
second-round effects via domestic inflation?

Will the recent

increases in the money supply lead to higher demand?

On the

latter question Mr Bowen noted chat M4 had grown by as much as
6 .7% in the year to June and there had been a significant
increase in individuals' deposits in the second quarter.

The
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causes of this growth were not clear, buL i[ it cc>ntinued it
could result in increases in planned expenditure.

There was a

parallel increase in bank lending but the purposes were not
clear.

But similarly, if it continued it could herald an

increase in investment demand.
Turning to the output question, Mr Bowen noted that although GOP
growth had been slowing it remained close to the economy's
potential and we did not think it would slow much further.

But

there had clearly been involuntary stock building in late 1994
and early 1995 and one uncertainty was whether any attempts to
unwind these stocks would lead to a more general f;low down in
demand.

Next week's GOP data would shed more

question.

BuL today's retail sales data,

~ight

on this

including revisions to

back figures, showed an encouraging picture of a pick-up in
retail demand.

One difficulty in interpreting

thE~

economy at

present was the strong growth shown by the services sector, for
example, the post and telecommunication industry had shown an
increase in the value of its output of 90% since t:he Lrough of
the recession.

Although the latest labour market

sta~istics

showed some slowing in employment growth, this remained
cons1stent with GDP growing at trend and an encou:raging sign was
that there remained little evidence of increasing wage pressures.
Taking all these uncertainties together the Bank's central
projection was still for inflation to exceed the 2.5% target in
18 months'

~ime

and this was not out of line with other

forecasters or with expectations implicit in the gilts market.
Finally, Mr Bowen noted the lags between monetary policy actions
and effects which required monetary policy actions to be taken
even though the economic situation mighL remain unclear .
Mr Townend drew attention to the significant revival of the
dollar since early August and in particular since the success:ul
round of concerted intervention taken on the previous day.
Sterling had been helped by the stronger dollar as wel l as by the
favourable recent OECD report.

Although market

e~xpectations

higher interest rates had eased in recenL months,

of

there had been

-

~----~

~----

-
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.

a corresponding increase in their l ong-term expectations of
higher inflation.
The Governor was concerned by the public reaction that as long as
we did not miss the inflation target by much it would not matter
and so we should not tighten monetary conditions for fear of
slowing the economy.

Public sentiment seemed to want the

Chancellor to direct policy towards growth and employment rather
than resisting inflation but history showed that t.his gave only
shorL-Lerm relief but had long - time pain .

The Gov·ernor noted the

uncertainties surrounding the economic outlook but. felt that if
the Bank were to back-off from its counter-inflationary advice at
this stage it would encourage the pass through o= second-round
cost effects into wider inflationary pressures.
Sir David Lees felt the Bank should emphasise that: 2 . 5% was the
Government's target .

The Governor took the point but did not

want the Bank to hide behind the Government's target which we
had, after all, endorsed.

Sir Colin Southgate

stJ~essed

that the

aim was to get inflation below 2.5%, rather than around 2.5%, and
was concerned that this formulation was becoming obscured.
Sir Chips Keswick said that the markets did noL believe Lhat
interest rates alone determined inflation but that: exchange rate
developments and developments abroad were becominq more
important .

The Governor agreed that the strengthening of

sterling was a welcome factor in reducing inflationary pressures
but it was difficult to quantify its effect.

He •..muld be

delighted if the pound recovered to end-1994 levels but there was
still some way for it to go.

Mr Simms drew attention to Lhe weak

state of the construction industry and Mr Bowen acknowledged that
if construction demand fell fu rther it would give the forecasters
pause for thought but there were, of course, offsetting gains in
other sectors such as services .

The Governor enquired about the

weakness of public sector construction demand and noted that this
might be balanced to some extent as the public sector finance
initiative got more fully into its stride next year.
Mr Simms fel t that the Bank was not geLLing its mtessage across on
the lags in monetary policy ef fectiveness and therefore the need
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to cake early action.

If we could get that point across it mighc

help get us off the current counter inflation/low growth policy
dilemma.
Sir Christopher Hogg wondered if greater emphasis could be put on
fiscal rather than monetary policy as a counter-ir.tflation Lool at
this stage of the cycle .

The Governor noted that the tightening

of fiscal policy in 1993 had been fundamental to t.he subsequent
improvement in the economic situation, but it was not necessarily
well suited to the present problem of coping with the effects of
imported cost inflation .

It was difficult to tine tune fiscal

policy and in any case a tightening of fiscal policy at this
stage would be at least as difficult policically as tightening
monetary policy.
Professor S1r Roland Smith asked about the impact of the rlse in
the pound on the growth rate .

Mr Bowen noted that: the beneficial

impact for exporters of the earlier fal: in the value of the
pound hud not yet been fully felt so that the recPnt appreciation
would merely shade down the earlier favourable ef·fects.

The

Governor noted that the stronger pound meant an eTosion of
exporters' margins which might in fact increase p.ressures on them
to pass on their higher raw mate rial costs into domestic prices.
Sir David Simon felt that the pressure of higher imported costs
had peaked and there was reason to hope that manufacturers would
not pass them on.
In conclusion, the Governor said he did not detect a view that
the Bank should change its policy advice bul was grateful for the
helpful suggestions on presentation.

We must get across the fact

thac the policy dilemma was not in fact acute and that the
differences in view were relatively small.

In addition the

underlying economic performance of the economy remained
encouraging.

The question was, on what side do you take risks .

Our advice was based on the need not to take risk.s on inflation;
but the pressures on policy were more in favour c>[ nol taking
risks on growth.
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Update on preparatory work for Stage 3 of EMU (Mr Townend in
attendance )
With reference to a Minute of lS February when Court discussed
the scenario for trans i tion to a single currency , IMr Townend said
that the paper before Court today focused on recent developments
in :r-elation to the preparatory work for Stage 3 of EMU.
Mr Townend drew attention to the work in various European Union
fora on alternate scenarios [or introducing monetary union .
Attention was being focused on r:he nature of "phase B" - the
period after national

currenc~es

had been

loc~ed

together in the

monetary union but while they continued, to some extent , to
circulate.

The European Commission's Green Paper of 31 May

considered four approaches .

"ImmediaLe Big Bang" - Lhe immediate

swicch from national currencies to Ecu - but no-one regards that
as a practical possibility.

"Critical Mass" whereby wholesale

market transactions would be compulsory switched into Ecu from
the start of phase B, an approach favoured by the Commission and

the French .

"Demand-Led", the approach the Bank favoured,

whereby the European System of Central Banks woulcl provide Ecu
facilities but it would be up to the markets and the public to
determine how qu i ckly to switch to Ecu.

"Delayed Big Bang" :.n

which use of the Ecu would be prohibited until the three years or
so it took until Ecu notes and coins could become available at
which Lime there would be a compulsory switch from national
currencies to Ecu - an approach previously supported by the
Germans in the interests of their numerous sma l l })anks, but now
abandoned because of pressure from their big banks.
reported that our discuss i ons with banks found that

Mr Townend
t~ose

predominantly with wholesale operations saw little difficulty

~n

coping with sterling and Ecu denominations co-exi:3ting for a time
while retail banks saw greater problems .
Mr Townend noted the anxieties being expressed in

som~

quarters

in Europe about the ef f ects of current exchange rate changes, in
part~cular

chc competitiveness effects of the depreciation of the

lira and the peseta.

Similar concerns could, of course continue

a fter Emu if non-participating currencies depreciated against the
block, which was a concern being increasingly expressed b y the
French.

Mr Townend also noted the

Bank of England Archive (12A 110/ 10)

co~tinuing

work being
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conducLed on the operaLing techniques of monetary

~)olicy

after

monetary union, and on the design of the future single currency
note.
The Governor felt that the most immediatP issue was the choice of
scenario.

He had reservations about the Critical Mass approach :

there was a practical problem in defining particulclr market
transactions that would have Lo be conducted in Ecu and it was in
any event economically inefficient to compel people to switch to
the Ecu before they felt it was in their interest to do so .

Much

of the apparent problems of phase B were merely th<)Se of currency
translation provided the European System of Central Banks was
committed to switching national currencies into and ouc of Ecu
without limit .

Phase B would last at least three years because

that was the necessary preparation time for issuin9 the new
retail currency but it was an open question as to how long after
that time national currencies should be permitted 1:o continue
circulating - some might argue that they need neve:r be withdrawn.
Sir Christopher Hogg feared that che

c~rculat~on

of two

currencies would cause problems for retailers and be costly but
the Governor felt that large retailers would cope readily while
small and more remote reLailers would simply choose which of the
two currencies to use.

Sir Colin Southgate agreed that with

modern technology the double-running of the two currencies should
not cause insuperable problems.
The Future Organisation of Economic Liaison (Mr Townend present)
With reference to a Minute of 17 May when Court reviewed Lhe
roles of the Bank's Branches and Agencies, the Governor
introduced a paper whi ch considered afresh the scale and
organisation of economic liaison.

The Governor welcomed the

support that Court had previously given to the Bank's economic
liaison work and said that he planned to publish the Agent's
reports through the Quarterly Bulletin.

However, our review of

their function had hlghlighted a number of gaps whtich we propose
to fill .

Specifically we planned to open new agencies in

Cardiff, Nott ingham and Greater London and to increase the
staffing in Glasgow.

In addition we proposed to switch the
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Ninchescer Agency to Southampton .

The new appo1ntments, together

with suitable office accommodation, would increase the Bank's
costs by up to £800,000 a year .

A key issue was f1nding the

right calibre of agent and this might take a littlE: time.
Sir David Lees strongly supported the expansion of Lhe Agents'
coverage and hoped their reports could be published in a more
widely-clrculaLed publication than the Quarterly Bulletin .

He

suggested that Bank Briefing might be a more suitable medium and
was supported by Ms Masters who felt that wider ci·rculation of
the Agents' findings could raise the quality ot the national
d ebate on economic policy.

Further support was given by

Sir David Cooksey who had found favourable feedback from industry
about the Agents' contribution .

He did, however,

question the

move of the WinchesLer Agency to Southampton as he felt that the
latter was not the most dynamic part of the region.
The Nolan Report and Purdah (Mr Footman in attendance)
Following the publication of the 'Nolan Report'

in May and

recognition that the Bank's policy in relation to purdah was not
in line with that of Lhe Civi l Service, which the Report found to
be acceptable , Mr Footman introduced a paper outlining the
di f[erences in practices of purdah between the Bank and the Civil
Service and considering options for change.

The Bank ' s currem:

policy was to adopt a three month notice period during \vhich time
staff would be taken off any sensitive work.

If,

in any

p articular case , a longer purdah period were required the Bank
would pay compensation for the fact that employment could not be
taken up.

However, Civil Service regulations went further with a

requirement LhaL for a total period of two years t:he approval of
an adv1sory committee must be obtained before senior officials
can take further employment . It was not clear to Mr Footman how
this requirement was, in practice, enforceable.

It would be

difficult for the Bank to go so far with its own employees as it
could create real problems for recruitment .

AccOJrdingly , for

staff he recommended that the present three month notice and
purdah arrangements should be continued unchanged.

But perhaps
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t here might be a case for a two year monitoring period for former
members of the Bank's Executive.
Mrs Heaton felt that in some circumstances a purdah period of
longer than three months might be appropriate, particularly if
supervisory information were at stake .

But Ms Mast:ers found it

difficult to envisage a situation in which a perioci of as long as
two years would be appropriate .

Although it was g~merally agreed

that a three month purdah-notice period for staff remained
appropriate, the Governor said he would have no difficulty with a
two year notification period for former members of the Executive.
However, Ms Masters doubted that this would be useful as it
begged the question of what the Bank could do if a
arose.

d~fficult

case

Sir Colin Southgate felt that 1t was harde:r to impose

purdah when an official retired from an organ1satic::m rather than
simply changed jobs.

Sir Christopher Hogg argued that the

present three month arrangements should be left unchanged and the
Governor concluded that the majority view on Court was in favour
o f retaining the three month notice/purdah arrangements for both
staff and the Executive .

If problems arose then Lhis could be

considered, again.
Appointmen t s: new Deputy Governor and a Resolution concerning
Delegation of Powers
The Governor mentioned that Howard Davies would take up his post
as Deputy Governor on 11 September and there were some internal
matters stemming from this appointment which required Court's
approval.
1

It was Resolved that in pursuance of Clause~ 3 of the ~rust
Deed of the Houblon-Norman Fund, Mr H J Davies, in his
capacity as Deputy Governor, be appointed t:o succeed
Mr R L Pennant-Rea who resigned on 22 Marcr1 1995, as a
Trustee of the Fund with effect from 11 SepLembeL 1995.

2

With eEfect from 11 September 1995 and pur~3Uant to
Section 375 of the Companies Act 1985 , as amended and
extended by the Companies Act 1989 , and un1:il otherwise
resolved by the Court of Directors, it was agreed that :
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Iii

MR H J DAVIES shall become a Director of Bank of
England Nominees Ltd in place of
MR GORDON MIDGLEY.

The Board will then consist of

Mr Davies (Chairman) and Mr Plenderleith .
MR H J DAVIES, or failing him MR

I~J

PLENDERLEITH,

be authorised to act as the represerttative of the
Governor and Company of Lhe Bank of England at any
meeting of Bank of England Nominees Ltd.
(ii)

MR H J DAVIES shall become a Director of
BE Property Holdings Ltd.
cons~st

The Board wi ll then

of Mr Davies (Chairman) and Mr Midgley .

MR H J DAVIES, or failing him, MR G<)RDON MIDGLEY
be authorised to act as the representative of che
Governor and Company of the Bank of England at any
meeting of BE Property Holdings Ltd.
The Governor advised Members that the Bank had an :interest ln two
companies which were involved in payment systems.

These

companies had recently changed their names and

Chief Casher

t llli

wished to change Lhe Bank's representation on the !Board of one of
the companies and he had requested an updated resolution
reflecting the new names.
It was RESOLVED that the Chief Cashier,

for the time being, or

such other person as shall be nominated by him in writing, oe
authorised, until otherwise resolved by the Courl of Directors,
to act as the representative of the Governor and Comoany of the
Bank of England at any meeting of the following companies:
CHAPS Clearing Company Limited
EftPos UK Limited
Executive Report
There were no items for discussion under the ExecuLtive Report .
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Sealing Committee Minutes
In accordance with the terms of reference of the Sealing
Committee, the Minute Book o= that Committee was lclid before
Court for inspection .
A Report of the Remuneration Committee
In accordance wiLh SecLion 10 of the Charter, the Governor and
Mr Kent withdrew.
In the absence of Sir David Scholey, the Chairman of the
Remuneration Committee, Sir David Lees said there \Nere three
recommendations of the Committee before Court for consideration
and approval.
1

They were as follows:

That the present limit of £50,000 on housing l oans to
Governors and Executive Directors who joined the Bank
prior to 1980 be raised to £100,000, the limit now
permitted by the Companies Act.

2

That housing subsidy for Governors and Executive Directors
who joined the Bank in 1980 or after to be provided on the
same terms as for staff joining at the same time, subject
to any limitations in the Companies Act.

3

That the Bank provide to Governors and Fxecutive Directors
beneficial loans for non-housing purposes, on the same
terms as for staff, up to a limit of £5,000.

The Recommendations were approved .
Sir David Lees noted that these benefits had implications for
wha tever disclosure the Bank made in conformity with the
Gre enbury recommendations .

After a brief discussl.on it was

agreed that although Greenbury is aimed at listed companies the
Bank should do its best to comply with the Code ar1d Court

requested a mock-up of :he way the Bank's Greenbury disclosure
might appear.
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 23 AUGUST 1995

Present
Mr George, The Governor
Mr Kent

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
r a tification by the next Court.
The Minutes of the last court, having been circulated, were noted.
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNE SDAY 30 AUGUST 1995

Present
Mr Qu inn, Acting Deputy Gove rnor
Mr King
Mr Plenderleith

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to
quo ru~ ,

for~

those present proceeded to the business , subject to

rat ification by the r.exl Cot.rt .
The Mi nutes of the last Meeting, having been circul ctled, were
noted .

a
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MINUTES OF A MEETI NG OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 6 SEPTEMBER 1995

Present
Mr George , The Governor
Mr Qui nn , Acting Deputy Governor
Sir Christopher Hogg
Ms Masters
Mr P l enderleith
Sir Dav id Simon

The number of Direccors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those

prese~L

proceeded to the business, subject to

rat ification by the next Court .
The Minutes of the last Meeting , having been circulated, were
not ed .
Mr Plenderleith spoke briefly about developments in the markets .
He noted that , domestica l ly , a flattening of the yield curve
indicated that the markets had no e xpectation of an increase jn
int erest rates in the short term.

There were no significant

changes in the Official Reserves figures for August, which had been
publ ished earlier in the week .
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COURT OF DIRECTORS
For the period ended 29 February 1996

Declaration
Made before
Edward Alan John George, Esq,
The Governor

13.9.95

~ut¥

Governor

*Howard John Davies, Esq, Deputy Governor
Sir David Gerald Scholey, CBE
Brian Quinn, Esq
Mervyn Allister King, Esq
Sir David Bryan Lees
Professor Sir Roland Smith
Sir Colin Grieve Southgate
Sir Christopher Anthony Hogg
Mrs Frances Anne Heaton
Sir John Chippendale Lindley Keswick
Sir Christopher Jeremy Morse, KCMG
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq
Ian Plenderleith, Esq
Sir David James Scott Cooksey
Ms Sheila Valerie Masters
Neville Ian Simms, Esq
Sir David Alec Gwyn Simon, CBE

* Appointed 11 September 1995

Bank of England Archive (12A110/10)
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 13 SEPTEMBER 1995

Pre sent
Mr George, The Governor
Mr Davies, The Deputy Governor
Mr Kent
Mr King
Mr Plenderleith
Sir Jeremy Morse
The Governor welcomed Mr Howard Davies, t he Deputy Governor, to his
fir st meeting of Directors .
The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
rati fication by the next Court .
The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated , were noted .
Mr P l enderleith spoke briefly about the for eign exchange and the
domestic markets, and characterised current developments as
satis factory and helpful.
In response

~o

clari fied the
with

~he

a question from Sir Jeremy Morse, the Governor
pos~tion

Chancellor.

he nad taken at his latest monthly meeting
He confirmed chat, because the date of the

month ly meeting was in the public domain, and because of market
exigencies, the likelihood was that, whenever the decision was
taken r.o change interest rates, this would in practice be
imp lemented immediately.
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 2 0 SEPTEMBER 1995

Present:
Mr George, Governor
Mr Davies, Deputy Governor
Sir David Cooksey
Mr Kent
Sir Chips Keswick
Mr King
Sir David Lees
Ms Masters
Sir Jeremy Morse
Mr Plenderleith
Mr Quinn
Sir David Scholey
Mr Simms
Sir Roland Smith
Sir Colin Southgate

The Governor welcomed Mr Davies to his flrsL long Court.

He

said that the absence of a Deputy Governor over t he past six
months had put additional burd ens on the Executive Directors,
and he was grateful to them for their support .

In particular,

he expressed appreciation for the work that Mr C?uinn had done
as Acting Deputy Governor:

Court warmly endorse!d this .

Minutes

The Minutes of Lhe Court of 16 August and the Meetings of
23 and 30 August and 6 and 13 September, having been
circulated, were approved .
Monthly Economic and Market Report, including market charts.
Prospects for the Autumn Budget (Mr Jenkinson in attendance)

Mr King said that the monthly d ata for the third quarter were
so far painting a flaL picture for output , but it was possible
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that the

~Jarterly

data would show more buoyancy, reflect1ng

the contribution of services.

There had been no surprises in

the recent inflation data, although the RPI had been affecLed
by seasonal foods.

On the costs side, input prices were

growing less fast, but the slowdown was not yet :feeding through
to output prices, and there were significant cost pressures in
the supply chain still to feed through.

The

ke~y

question was

whether these would be absorbed in margins, and his first
question to Court Members was what had been and

lt~Ould

be

happening Lo margins.
Unit labour costs had started to rise, partly reflecting the
cyclical pattern of output growth.

There \oJas a puzzle over

the apparent absence of wage drift.

It was norma l for

earnings to grow faster than settlements at this stage in the
cycle - but this was not happening.
why this was so:

We needed to understand

we had been fearful of second round effects,

but at present they were apparently not happening.
said that he had some doubts about the figures:

Mr King

it could be

that the figures for earnings did not adequately capture
changes in the composition of the workforce.

Another possible

explanation was the influence of profit-related pay.

He would

welcome Members' comments on these points.
Narrow and broad money continued to grow relatively fast.
Narrow money could be explained;
problem.

broad money was more of a

Analysts who normally paid close attention to broad

money were surprisingly unruffled by the data:
because lend1ng to the personal sector was weak;

this \oJas parcly
and growth in

private sector M4 deposits could reflect precautionary saving.
Even so, we couldn'L ignore the signals.
Overall, there was little case for changing our basic view of
the inflation outlook:

indeed there was much l ess of a change

in the two year prospect between May and now thc:m many
commentators had been suggesting.

With weaker final demand,

the case for a rise in interest rates had become less pressing .
But we would be closely monitoring the sLock cycle:

if there
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was a bounce back from the present pattern of stock bu1lding,
we would need to review

ou~

Mr Plenderleith said that

assessment .

~he

financial markets had further

lowered Lheir expectations of short-term interest rates, as a
result of the softer economic data and cuts in interest rates
abroad .
Short - term sterling rates had eased slightly, so
sterling had not gained much on the foreign exchanges, and
yields on gilts had fallen less than overseas bond markets .
It seemed that the foreign exchange and bond markets continued
to reflect concern about the UK's long run inflation
performance.
Sir David Lees felt that the cost/price squeeze in
manufacturing had been mitigated by volume effects.

Without

those, there would have been a squeeze on profits, as
manufacturers' ability to pass through costs remained limited.
There was evidence of contracts in some sectors being agreed on
the basis that prices were held for the moment but would rise
Like Mr King, he was suspicious of the

in the future .

published earning figures, which he would expect to be higher
than the figures showed.
p rofit-relaLed pay.

He was unclear about the impact of

(The Deputy Governor commenLed LhaL about

2 miJlion workers, or 1/7 - 1/8 of the private sector
workforce, were covered by PRP, and the number was increasing . )
Sir David added that general views on the inflation outlook had
become more pessimistic, but this reflected political rather
economic factors.

Echoing this point, Sir Chips Keswick said

that the market might be happy for a higher PSBR to finance a
fall in caxes, but not to finance a rise in spending.

He

thought there would be some market turbu]ence if the Budget was
not credible.

There was growing scepticism about the

~ mpact

of politics on the economy .
Sir Colin Southgate said that the next CBI survey would again
show a weaker picture, with exports softer and price
e xpectatjons down.

In general, industry was looking at a

weaker demand picture, and there was evidence of continued
stock building .

If anything, he saw the prospect for
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inflation two years ahead as slightly better, mainly because of
the slowdown in activity.
Sir Roland Smith saw continued pressure on retail margins
reflecting the fierce competition between the major retailers,
especially in food .

This was impacting on manufacturers

supplying branded goods .

On the future course of inflation,

he commented that people seemed unconvinced that low inflation
was here to stay - it would take a long time to get the message
across and change behaviour.
Mr Simms confirmed that the construction sector remained very
weak:

output was down 14% on the year and 11% over the latest

quarter;

private housing was down 17%;

infrastructure

spending down 23% and public investment down 25%.

He had

written to Lhe Chancellor about delays in PFI projects.
seemed tnat Government departments were
device to slow orders:

usi~g

It

the PFI as a

an illustration o= this was that the

spend on roads was 40% down .

The Governor asked whether the

delays were down to HMT or to spending departments:

Mr Simms

felt it was partly the latter, and partly the time it took for
private sector to gear up to tender for ofLen quite challenging
projects .

He felt that, once the initial log-jam had been

processed , there could be a surge of contracts and orders.
Ms Masters commented that the PFI needed to achieve some
pathfinder deals, for example in the Health SPrvice.
Sir Colin Southgate commented that a considerable amount of
spare industrial property was currently available.

Mr Simms

said that much of 1t was unsuitable for modern processes:
investment in new capacity turned on confidence .
currently delaying.

but

Boards were

The main reason, he thought, was

political uncertainty, rather than any particular fear about
inflation .
Sir David Cooksey said that the retail sector had been badly
affected by Lhe weather in August (Sir Colin Southgate
confirmed this , but said that there had been an improvement in
September) .

He saw little pressure on wages, w1th settlements
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running at 3%-4% in most sectors.

Business \oJas strong in the

pharmaceutical/ healthcare sectors;

new capacity coming on-

stream had enabled productivity increases.

on the general

inflation prospect, he commented, like other Court members, on
the impact of political concerns on expectations over the next
few years.
Sir David Scholey was surprised at how many Court Members had
felt thut counter-inflation policy would not stick.
The
reason companies were slow to invest was partly because
counter-inflation policy was expected to work, so that the
cost of the debt that companies would need to take on in order
to invest was prospectjvely the highesc they had ever
contemplated.
Commenting on the discussion, Mr K_ng said t hat .:. n

look ~ ng

at

the weaker sectors it was important co distinguish between
stocks and flows.

One would not expect a huge boom in

construction at the moment, given the excess capacity installed
in the 1980s: Lhe sector was still seeing the tail end of the
bust .

The retail sector, likewise, was still affected by the

debt burdens built up in the 1980s.
The Governor said that he was impressed by the change of mood
in Court since 3-4 months ago .

This had been recognised in

the change of policy announced in his speech that week.

The

crucial question was whether the economic slowdown was
temporary or permanent.

It was difficult to be sure;

but,

looking at the personal sector, :..t was clear LhaL incomes were
rising, that the tax burden was unlikely to increase further,
CondiLions in exporting and
and the debt burden was easing.
manufacturing sectors were likely to lead to further
investment.
The recent international slowdown was likely to
be temporary.

It was difficult to reconcile these factors

with expectations of continued slowdown
uncertainty became a stronger factor.

unless political
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The Budget Letter
Mr King incroduced the draft letter containing the Bank's
Budget advice .

The awkward question for the Government,

in

his view, was whethe r it made sen se to relax policy at a time
whe n the fiscal position was worse than had been expPcted a
year ago - when further policy tightening had been deemed
n ecessary .

The Gov ernment was p l a n ning to contain real

s p ending growth to 0 . 7% over t h e three years 1995/96 to

1997/98 ;

this follo wed real growth in spending of over 7% in

the previous three years .

There were real doubts as to

whether the targets were achievable , let alone whether
significant further cuts could be found.
Our advice attempted to shift the focus to the longer tern
de f icit/borrow1ng strategy .

Current plans, 1f achieved, would

wipe out the general Government deficit by the end of the
century .

This would make possible a further decline in the

ratio of debt to GDP;

and this was important, because a high

debt t o GDP ratio gave the Government an incentive to spring
inflation surprises as a way of reducing the real burden of
d ebt .

Looking at the immedi a te Budget numbers , our concern

wou l d be with the sustainabili t y of any adjusLment on spending
or revenue .

The sale of a ss e t s to finance tax cuts , for

example , was not an e x ample of sustainable adjustment.

The

Government ' s move to resource accounting would make the process
clearer and more transpar ent .
Sir Chip s Keswick was concerned that resource accounting would
tempt

the Government to bor row against supposed rpsources or

assets :

Mr King argued that resource accounting would make the

trade-offs more e x plicit .

Sir Colin Southgate hoped that

resource accounting would e xpose some of t.he "nonsenses" of the
Private Finance Initiative, which could result in services
bein g obtained more e xpensively in the long run as the price of
a short-term PSBR gain .
Sir Rolan d Smith was concerned tha t t h e OECD figures , which
s howe d t he UK ' S lon g-run fi s c a l position in a favourable light ,
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might be used to JUStify more curre~t spending.
agreed chat this was a real difficulty .

The Governor

The projections made

it easy for people to claim that the UK was well placed to
increase spending.

Mr King said that the comparisons were

potentially misleading .

The UK's position looked relatively

favourable because our pension provision was
raLher than earnings:

index~d

to prices

other countries had indexed their

pensions to earnings .

Whether in the long run it was feasible

for the UK to reduce the relative value of pensions so
dramatically was debatable .
Sir Jeremy Morse said that the political pressure to cut taxes
in the Budget was extremely strong:

the Bank's advice might

reasonably start from an acceptance of this, and suggest ways
in which revenue l osses might be balanced.

Th~

Governor said

that the Government was 1ndeed making a huge ef:ort to cut
spending, though it was not clear how successful this would be.
Already existing plans were not being met.

But it was not the

Bank's task to identify specific areas for spending cuts:

our

interest lay more in the aggregate numbers .
Sir David Cooksey wondered whether the Bank's advice should
look at ways in which investment might be encouraged;

whether

there we1e desirable incentives that could be proposed.

The

Governor said that this, too, was not part of the Bank's locus.
Mr Quinn thought that the Bank's analysis provided further
evidence that fiscal policy could not be used for short term
demand management .

That being the case, there was likely to

be still greater dependence on ~onetary pol i cy as the main
economic weapon:

he wondered whether this put the Bank in an

uncomfortable position.

The Governor said that on both fisca~

and monetary policy, the need was for a general environment of
stability .

It was undesirable for taxes to rise and fall

sharply , just as it was undesirable for interest rates to
oscillate wildly between 15% and 5% .

On the balance between

fiscal and monetary policy , one could not be sure:
to provide stability for the framework as a whole.

the aim was
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Mr Jenkinson commented that there was still a role :or flscal
policy as a cyclical buffer, in terms of the automatic
stabilisers;

in our advice we were talking about the broad

fiscal judgement.

Mr King commented that over the years, the

UK had found it easier than many countries to conduct a highly
discretionary fiscal policy - the outcome had not been
particularly encouraging .

The Deputy Governor asked whether

our advice , in short, was to stick with the plans announced in
Mr King agreed :

1993/94 .

and the Governor said Lhat he took

the discussion as a general endorsement of the line in the
Bank's draft advice.

While recognising the present dichotomy

in the economy , we did not want to encourage the Government to
expand the fiscal deficit, and we wanted the Budget to remain
as close to neutral1ty as possible.
Preview of the IMF Annual Meetings (Messrs Collins and Drage in
attendance)
Mr Collins summarised the main issues for
meetings .

~he

forthcoming IMF

There would be discussion of improved surveillance,

including new requirements for publication of data.

There

would be discussion of the emergency financing mechanism , which
was essentially accelerated procedures for dealing with
countries in acute difficulties .

And there could be a further

proposal for a general distribution of SDRs, which would get no
support from the major countries .

On the other hand, there

was likely to be widespread support for an increase in quotas
under the eleventh review, although the prospect of
racification by the US Congress is very doubtful.

Another

1ssue on the agenda, post-Mexico, was cevising a tramework
orderly workouts for countries in difficulty:
undoubtedly be addressed on a long timescale.

fo~

this would
The subject had

been discussed at a seminar in the Bank on the previous day .
Sir Jeremy Mors e asked whether reforms in Russia and Eastern
Europe, and the financial system in Japan would be major
issues.

The Governor said that Russia would certainly be on

the agenda :

Japan would be more a matter for bilateral

corridor discussions .

The Governor commented that the

position had improved a little since Court discussed the matter
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in May :

the Japanese author1ties had become better

a~

handling

its problems and the fear that they would be hampered in doing
so by political constraints had become less acute.
achievements so far had been partly at the

exp~nse

Their
of requiring

bank creditors of institutions in difficulty to participate in
support packages .
Sir Chips Keswick commented on the relationship between the IMF
and credit rating agencies , which he saw as becoming overpowerful , and capable of creating the crises which the IMF
would have to pick up .

Sir David Scholey thought that the

problem was not so much that they were becoming too powerful,
buc that people attached too much importance to what they said.
Sir Jeremy Morse commented that the Mexican crisis had been as
much a failure of the private as of the public
asked whether work go1ng forward 1n the
into account.

~IF

se~tor,

and

was being taken

Mr Drage said that the IMF were drawing up

minimum standards for data, and in doing so had talked to a
range of bodies including the IIF - they had also talked to
rating agencies, including IBCA, as well as to the Bank and the

cso.
Sir David Scholey wondered whether Mexico would have welcomed
intensified surveillance ahead of the emergence of their
financial difficulties: any such dialogue would be bound to be
e x tremely s~nsitive, and could become self-fulfilling.
Mr Collins said that Mexico had been a classic example of
client-state syndrome:

in this case Mexico had been a cllent

of the United States, which had sought for a long time to keep
its difficulties out of the IMF's purview.
Change in the Gilt Market (Messrs Townend and Tuc ker in
attendance)
Introducing his paper, Mr Tucker said that the changes 1n train
in the gilt market amounted to the biggest programme of reform
for a decade .
priorities :

Underlying the reforms was a change of
whereas 10-15 years ago management of the gilts

market had been seen primarily as a part of monetary policy,
the core objective now was to raise finance for the Government
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at least cosL and risk.

~he

measures introduced - repos,

strips and tax changes - were all designed to make the gilts
markeL more efficient, and thus to reduce the funding cost to
the Government.
As the gilt market had developed and become more liquid, we had
been able to become more predictable in our funding.
Progressively we had switched to auctions, and that was now
recognised in the latest remit.
The most difficult outstanding question was what the underlying
shape ot the Government's debt portfolio ought to be.

We and

che Treasury wanted to manage the portfolio strategicaJly, and
to have a clear goal for the debt maturity structure.
The

index-li~ked

market would play an

and last week there had been a

~mpoLtdnc

co~ference

~aLL

in this,

on the index-linked

market attended by a wide range of market participants,
investors, academics and overseas investors.
Currently some
E40 bn of index-linked stock was outstanding, around 15% of the
total .

We needed to improve the liquidity of the market, and

enable Lhe Government to issue more without depressing prices
too much.
Mr Plenderleith said that the programme of work was continuing.
The major outstanding issues were to defjne the strategic
portfolio, and to work through the implications of repo,

~n

particular, for our management of the money market and our
relationships with counterparLies in that markeL.
Sir Jeremy Morse said that he was entixcly in favour of the
direction taken, but wondered whether the small investor was
seen as playing a part.
difficulc to define.

M~ Plenderleith said that it was

If we could get inflation convincingly

down, then fixed-rate conventional stock could again be
attractive to the small investor.

It was expensive and

possibly counter-productive to force feed the m~rket at
present, though index -linked gilts did provide a natural
investment medium which had not thus far been fully exploited .
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Mr Tucker commenLed that issuance of index-linked stock offered
the best way to protect the Government against the risk of an
increasing real debt burden while the credibility of counterinflation policy was being established.
The Governor agreed,
but said that one should not attempt to distorL investment
preferences - there were limits on how much one could issue
index-linked stock .
Mr Plenderleith said that the general
approach was to increase index -linked.

In the meantime we

could try to promote understanding of the market:

we were

certainly a long way ahead of other countries in this area.
Sir David Scholey asked whether a consequence of the recent
changes would be to shorten the likely maturity profile of
Government debe;

and wondered what type of debate the Bank

conducted with final investors.

Mr Plenderleith said that the

move from Laps to auctions would have no effect on maturity
decisions:

as to end investors, we had regular contact -

Mr Tucker said that we aimed to see 20 or so of lhe largest
institutions a year, including non-UK holders.
Labour Party proposals relating to the Bank o f England,
Supervision and Regulat i on (Sir Peter Pe t r i e and
attendance)

in

Introducing his paper, Sir Peter Petrie said that the questions
for the Bank were how Labour policies were evolving, and how we
could hope to influence them.

He thought that for some time

policies were likely to remain short on detail;

and that the

Party were not llkely to commit themselves to Bank independence
ahead of an election.

However the location of Banking

Supervision was becoming a national debate, and the Party would
be influenced by that.

Our own briefing programme for Labour

MPs would continue, and we were placing increasing emphasis on
selected Shadow Cabinet members and teams.

From the start of

the briefing programme we had had to counter Lwo general
beliefs about the Bank :
club;

first that it was part of a cosy City

and second that it was obsessed with counLer-inflation

policy for its own sake .

We had developed ways of explaining

our approach, but there was much work still to do.
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Sir Jeremy Morse said that he was pessimistic now about the
prospect for independence:

there had been a huge international

wave of interest, but there was inevitably going to be a
reaction to that.
The Governor said that the EMU question
would keep the independence debate alive, at least in one form.
That aside, there was perhaps a cyclical lessening of interest ,
but the trend was still moving in the direction of
independence.

Inevitably at this stage in the cycle, with the

damaging effects of inflation receding in memories, people
became less sure that they wanted stability.

The public

debate with the Chancellor since May had also sel Lhe cause
back.

Nevertheless he thought the

~abour

leadership was more

positive than they were prepared to admit in public.

The

Deputy Governor said that he would be surprised if the Labour
Party committed themselves to independence in their manifesto.
But the structure they had suggested for the Bank was oddly
incomplete :

it was clear that they had not yec said their last

word .

said that they had explicitly signalled

further consultation on the role of the Bonk.
Sir Chips Keswick wondered whether the Bonk, in its pursuit of
independence, was accepting too readily a loss of its banking
The Governor said that there could
and supervisory functions .
be no question of our losing our banking functions.

We had a

role in the payments system which was core to our function as a
central bank .
The question of supervision was rather
different.
We had discussed that with the Labour fronr bench.
The conventional arguments against the Bank doing supervision
were weak:

it was suggested that we had a conflict - but if

one existed, it would not be cured by separa:ing supervision
from the Bank;
nonsense;

it was suggested we were incompetent, which was

and it was suggested that the Bank

r~sked

reputational damage from periodic supervision difficulties which was tempting, but on examination unconvincing.

The big

question was what would happen to the financial sector as a
whole, as it became increasingly homogenised.

At some point,

the question would arise as to what constituted a bank , and
then it would be right to ask whether it was sensible to have
At the moment it was clear that
institution-based regulation .
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banks were distinct entities :

only they were involved in the

payments system, and only they conducted a maturity
transformation service through cheir balance sheets .

But it
was possible to envisage circumstances in which securities
companies undertook similar roles, so one could not say that a
change in arrangements was inconceivable.
a change forever.

We couldn't exclude

But we could exclude it for now.

In discussions with the Labour front bench we had found quite a
lot of that accepted in a broad way, but they certalnly
wouldn'c commit themselves .
Mr Quinn so.id that the definition o[ "a bank" was exerc ising
supervisors around the world, and had been an issue at the
meeting of the Basle Committee the previous week.

He a l so

commented that the Labour party was likely to t ake a close
in t eres t in the Bank's third core purpose;

the y we r e

interesced, for example, in the Bank's industrial role, and in
the Bank's branches.

The Governor said that t his had been one

of Gordon Brown's interests when John Smith had been leader,
but more recently they seemed to have shifted their interest
towards small firms and the PFI - areas that we were involved
in anyway .

Ms Masters asked whether we paid attention to the

Liberal Democrats - the Governor confirmed that we did, and
were well aware of their commitment to Bank independence;

but,

as the Deputy Governor pointed out, this was driven malnly by
their interest i n European Monetary Union.
A Resolution:

ECHO

The Governor reminded Members that last July, they had been
advised about the establishmenc of a clearing house in London
for multilateral netting of foreign exchange contracts, and the
Bank's role in monitoring and supervising Lhe neLLing system.
Mr Quinn added that in this connection and under the Companies
Act 1989, authority had been vested in the Bank to exercise
certain powers, duties and functions and for practical reasons
it was necessary to delegate these by means of a resolution.
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It was RESOLVED that with immediate effect t he Head of Payment,
Settlement and Clearing Systems Division (or any successor
Division) be authorised to exercise, on behalf of the Bank, the
powers, duties and functions of the Bank under the Financial
Markets and Insolvency (Money Market) Regulations 1995, and any
subsequent related Regulations, and under the Bank's Conditions
for Admission to the list maintained by the Bank in accordance
with Section 171 of Part VII of the Companies Act 1989, as made
in August 1995, and any subsequent conditions, with power to
delegate such authority at his sole discretion and on such
terms as he thinks fit and be required to make a Report to
Court once a year on the exercise of these powers.
The authority conferred above ratified the decision taken on
1 5 August 1995, after due consultation, t o p l a c e Exchange
Clearing House Limited (ECHO) on the Section 1 71 list.
The Exec ut i ve Repo rt
Mr Plenderleith reported on the Foreign Exchange Survey which
had been published the previous day .

It showed that London

was by and away the largest foreign exchange market in the
world, and was growing faster than any of its main rivals.

We

had of course to be careful about the accusation that this was
ull speculative froth, but it was clear from the figures that
the ratio of customer to interbank business was something like
1:3, which was very reasonable when one cons i dered the number
of offsetting transactions that each customer trade might
require.
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MI NUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 27 SEPTEMBER 1995

Present
Mr Davies , Deputy Governor
Mr King
sir Jeremy Morse
Mr Plenderleith

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum,

those present p r oceeded to che business, subject to

ratificaLion by the

nex~

Court.

The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, wer e noted.
Speaking about developments in the markecs, Mr Plenderleith said
t hat Lhe most significant event had been the relatively weak
response to the gilts auction held that morning .

It had been

fractionally undersubscribed, with bids received for £2 . 97 bn of
the £3 bn stock on offer;

at previous auctions, bids had always

covered the stock offered by a margin of at least 10%.

Yields had

subsequently risen by 1/8% on medium - dated gilts and by a little
more at the longer end ;

knock-on effects had produced a slight

firming of money market rates and a small fall in sterling.
Mr Plenderleith characterised the outcome as a h:ccough which did
not contain any signi:icant messages about either markec
fur.damentals or funding methods, though he antic i pated some further
steepening in the yield curve
of funding to come;

reflecti~g

the market's expectations

and he noted the importance of taking

o~her

opportunities to sell gilts without undermining the role of
auctions .

The details of the auction programme for the next

quarter , to be announced on the following Friday, would have to be
carefully considered in Lhe light of this result .

He agreed with
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sir Jeremy Morse that the outcome could be helpful for future
auctions in highlighting that

~he

markets, and not always the

Government, could be winners from the auction process.
would also probably increase market concern at the
which was emerging in the current year.

1\
\ \ I, ) .
~~ .r~

s~ze

But it
of the PSBR
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 4 OCTOBER 1995

Present :
Mr George, Governor
Mr Davies, Deputy Governor
Sir David Cooksey
Sir Christopher Hogg
Sir Chips Keswick
Mr King
Sir David Lees
Ms Masters
Mr Plenderleith
Mr Quinn
Sir David Simon
Sir Roland Smith

The Minutes of the Court of 20 September and the Meeting of

27 September, having been circulated, were approved.
On the markets , Mr Plenderleith reported that trends in the
foreign cxchunges were hard to discern:

the US dollar had

crept higher but now seemed to be stuck while, for no obvious
reason, Sterling had shown a firmer tone .

Underlying

uncertainties concerned the extent of recovery in the US
economy and of softening o= the Japanese economy.

Domestic

money market rates had weakened fractionally, reflecting the
slight rise in Sterling rather than any change in interest rate
expectations.

Meanwhile, the markets were treating the

outcome of the previous week's gilts auction as a hiccough
rather than anything more serious:

the Bank would be taking

steps to avoid such hiccoughs at future auctions.
Under the Executive Report , the Governor spoke briefly about
the ECOFIN meeting on EMU the previous weekend.
He felt that
good progress was being made on the transitional arrangements :
the EMI' s proposals would be finalised and delivered to finance
ministers in time for the Madrid summit in December .

But he
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was less sanguine about the resolution of che technical dilemma

over the availability of convergence data and the timetable
which the EM! saw as necessary for decisions if the start date
of 1.1 . 99 specified in the Maastricht Treaty was to be
achieved.
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
THURSDAY 12 OCTOBER 1995

Present
Mr George , The Governor
Mr Davies , The Deputy Gov ernor

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
ratificacion by the nex t Court .
The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, were noted .
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 18 OCTOBER 1995

Present :
Mr Davies, Deputy Governor
Sir David Scholey
Sir David Cooksey
Mrs HeaLon
Sir Christopher Hogg
Sir Chips Keswick
Mr King
Sir David Lees
Ms Masters
Sir Jeremy Morse
t'lr Quinn
Sir David Simon
Sir Roland Smith

The Minutes of the Court of 4 October and the Meeting of
12 Oc t ober, having been circulated, were approved.
Monthly Economic and Market Report including market charts
(Mr Bowen in attendance)

Mr King said that the "Tale of Two Cities 11 was still reasonably
intact, but there was a little more evidence of weakness in
manufacturing and strength in services.

Events had thus far

largely borne out the view of inflation thaL we had formed
che Spring:

~n

that the weaker exchange rate would lead to a

temporary rise in the inf:ation level, which would be reversed
next year .

The latest data, for September, showed a rise in
\.,rell above tne target
annual RPIX inflation from 2 . 9% to 3 . 1%
level, but influenced by the unusually seasonal weather and by
some pick-up in food retail margins.

Interestingly, retail

sales of food were down in the data published that morning,
while non food sales were s h arply higher.

Also published that

morning, unemployment in September had shown an unexpectedly
large fall , with empl oyment in services up sharply .

This
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suggested that the third quarter GDP estimate could turn out
relatively strong.
Nominal earnings, encouragingly, were still weak;
little evidence, therefore, of the

second-ro~nd

there was

effeccs that we

had seen as a potential upside rlsk to che inflation torecast.
But the real test of this would be in the peak wage bargaining
periods of January and April 1996.
The downside risk to the forecast had been weaker activity.
Here we had the continuing depression in construction, and
possibly weaker exports associated with softer markets in
Europe.
Sir Chips Keswick said that, while earnings as a whole were
weak , that morning ' s figures had shown strong growth in
manufacturing earnings .

This was significant , and, taken

against a background of strong manufacturing profitability,
suggested a risk of wage pressures.

Sir David Lees agreed.

There hac been good profit figures in manufacturing and there
were more to come .

Employment was picking up .

He expected

some significant pressures in the January bargaining round.
4 -5 % range was being talked about.

A

Sir David Cooksey asked if

Profit-Related Pay had distorted the earnings data.
thought that the effect was likely Lo be small was a question why wage drift was so low.

Mr King

a~though

there

The Deputy Governor

suggested that Lhe growth of annual -hours deals could be having
an effect .

Mr King added that the Bank's central projection

would be affected if earnings were rising at 5% racher than 4%.
Sir David Simon said that the "Tale of Two Cities '' remained
entirely plausible.

Developments in the business cycle here

were following a pattern familiar from earlier months in the US
and elsewhere.

The pattern of stocks and input prices were

also largely predictable - when the exchange rate fell, stocks
were built up in anticipation of price rises;
falling a n d input price rises slackening .

now stocks were
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The Deputy Governor reported Mr Simms' comments on
construction .
The indust ry was in renewed recession.
The
private industrial sector had been weak, despite a few large
projects;

private commercial property was growing, but lower

than forecast;

public housing was likely to fall sharply with

reduced support to Housing Associations;

and private housing

remained very weak.
Sir Roland Smith said that while food retailers had managed to
increase margins and (just) to hold resources, non-Cood price
increases could not be made to stick.

But the mood in the

retail sector was increasingly to risk losing share rather than
margin.
Sir Christopher Hogg remained very suspicious of the potential
for inflation to rise.

Uncertainties were forcing people to

be cautious, but there would be renewed pressures in 1996.
Sir Javid Lees commented on the apparent contradiction in the
Governor's latest advice (7 September).

On the one hand, che

Bank expected inflation to be above target two years ahead, and
had said that a rise in rates would take two years to take
effect .

On the other hand, the Governor was not pressing for

an immediate rise.

The Deputy Governor and Mr King explained

thal the argumenL turned on the balance of risks to the
forecast .

Given the weaker economy, the range of possible

outcomes had shifted down, even though the central forecast r.ad
remained above 2 1/2%.

Given uncertainties about the pattern

of demand over the Summer, it had made sense to wait and see .
Financial Fragility in Japan and a Survey of Financial
Stability in the US (Messrs Green,
in
attendance)

vlir.h reference to a Minute of 21 June,
further paper on Japan.

introduced a

The major development since Lhe

earlier paper had been the emergence of a "Japan premium" in
the inter-bank market .

This reflecLs the three recent

failures, the publication of low ratings by Moody's by rating
But there
agencies, and the fraud-related losses at Daiwa.
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had been positive developments.

7he Japanese were making it

clearer that they were ready to take action to support all
their internationally-active banks.

They were actively

monitoring global liquidity, and considering ways in which they
could mobilise their foreign exchange reserves Lo provide nonyen liquidity support if necessary.
We ourselves had contingency plans for high-frequency liquidity
monitoring on Japanese banks in London.
We had not
implemented these yet, for fear of precipitating a problem.
We were also ready to respond if the Japanese asked for
Sterling facilities .

There had already been discussions with

the Federal Reserve Bank about mobilisation of Japan's dollar
reserves .
Sir

Dav~d

Scholey, who had just returned from Japan, was LOL so

sure that the authorit1es were reconciled to supporting all
their banks.

And he had found opinion, including in

indus~ry,

still unfriendly to banks and reluctant to accept bail-outs.
Mr Green said that the contingency plans remained very private.
There was likely to be a firm plan, and partly-covert budgetary
support, in place by the end of the year.
Mr Quinn said that he would be visiting Japan early in
November, and would be raising these issues with the Japanese
authorities.

They were concerned about the premium, which

reflected a lack of credibility on the part of the authorities:
the markets were not confident that they had fully accepted the
scale of the problem, or that they had command of the
mechanisms for addressing it.
Commenting on the United States,

sa1d that the

economic background had been favourable and that both banks and
securities firms had reported good profits so far this year.
But there were still risks:

in the capital markets, it was not

clear that all firms had the capacity to control and contain
their market risks ;

in banking, competition could lead (again)

to a lowering of credit standards;

and in off-balance sheet

business, there were concerns about the abiJitiPs of the
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supervisors to keep up with market developments .

These r1sks

needed to be monitored carefully given the growing importance
in the UK and EU of institutions owned by US parenLs noL
subject to consolidated supervision at the rederal level .
Mr Quinn said tha t US banking was in turmoil .

The longa waited reforms to Glass-Steagall , and the advent of multistate banking, were creating talk of mass ive bids - and there
was a real risk that banks wou ld over -reach themselves again .
Sir Jeremy Morse hoped that a future analysis could concentrate
on European banking .

Mr Green said that many of them were

rapidly building up investment banking capacity, some of which
was conducted in London under home-state supervision.
The Deputy Governor, summing up, said that Mr Quinn woula
report back to Court on his trip to Japan,
(shorter) paper might examine the

li~kages

~nd

th~t

a further

between banking

systems in the US, Japan and Europe.
A Rep o rt of t he Audit Committee
Sir David Lees reported o n t h e draft Minutes of the last
meeting of the Audit Committee which covered the Coopers &
Lybrand Report to Management for the year ended 28 February
1995 , Coope.r:s' fees for 1995 , work in hand ln Lhe Bank on
various corporate governance initiatives and relationships with
NMB.

The Depuly Governor said that he would be discussing the

internal control question with Sir David Lees later that day .
Sir David Lees said that the Audit Committee had taken into
conside1ation the potential
the Barings Inquiries .

critic~sm

of Coopers arising from

They had sought and received

assurances Lhal no staff involved with Barings had been
involved in the Bank audit .

It was in any case the intention

to put the audit out to competitive tender in 1997.

'
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The Risks from CREST

Court noted the Report :rom Mr Saville.

Sir David Scholey

said he would pursue with ~r Saville, outside the meeting,
concerns he had about the relaLionship between CREST and
CGO II .
Staff and other Issues
An Overview
(i)
(ii) Report on the Staff Opinion Survey (Mr Roger Maitland of
International Survey Research Ltd, Mr Lecky-Thompson and
Mrs Betts in attendance )
The Deputy Governor explained that a series of papers on the
management of the Bank would be brought to Court over the next
five months - the detaiis of how they would fit together and
the sequence had been set out in his note of 13 October
circulated to Members the previous week.

Members were adv~sed
that the Governors and Executive Directors would bP spending a

weekend away in early December to review the Bank's strategy in
the light of Court's comments in November, and to consider the
way ahead following the staff opinion survey.
Introducing Lhe results of the Opinion Survey, Roger Maitland,
Managing Director of International Survey Research Ltd, said
that the overall picture suggested that slaf( were happy with
their involvement with the Bank, got satisfaction from their
jobs, felt well-organised and fairly

ass~ssed.

They were less

happy on management effecciveness, training, career development
and communications.

Viewed against the expected response :rom

a company in the Bank's position (a company "in transition" )
they were surprisingly content with pay and benefits; they
were also relatively positive about their immediate management .
But they were extremely critical of top management across a
wide front.

Morale was low - so low that it was difficult to

believe the answer.

Only 4% thought morale was high.

Senior

management was not seen to be providing leadership, or to be
stating objectives clearly .

There was a tension between

perceptions of senior management and the general respect for
divisional management .

One explanation was that divisional

management (and middle management) were identifying with staff
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- playing to the gallery - and this was consistent with the
extremely pos~tive views of all staff on the closeness of
working relat1onships.

Such a pattern was characteristic of a

company in the Bank's position:
staff formed huddles;
huddles.

under external threat the

and middle management was part of these

The Deputy Governor outlined the Bank's response, as set out in
the note circulated to Members.
There would be extensive
presentations to staff the following week.
There would be
four working groups, each headed by a HOD, and each with a
Deputy Director attached.

They would look at the four

specific areas of weakness:
interfaces;

decision

communication;

tak~ng;

intra-Bank

and career development.

They

would attempt to clarify the issues and report back to the
Executive ahead of the Off-Site
Sir Jeremy

~orse

Gatheri~g.

observed that the Bank was a unique

institution, without obvious comparators - high or low morale
tended to become polarised in such cases.

And first surveys

were different, as he had found at Lloyds Bank.
low morale in Lhe Bank was a long term problem.

Nevertheless,

The Bank had
laid great stress on technical competence in recent years,

becoming more professional in the process:

Lhis had been aL

the expense of traditional leadership qualities.
where Lhe split was in the Bank :
significant between ExCo and HODs.

He wondered

he thought it was mosL
He was surprised by the

result on pay, which he had thought to be a problem.
Sir Christopher Hogg said that the results confirmed what many
Members of Court had said before - that core purposes don't
create a strategy.

He supported the steps proposed on che

emphasis on strategy.
Sir David Scholey said that the Bank was suffering from the
double effects of restructuring and the loss of the Deputy
Governor - but 50% of the answers would have been the same five
years before.

One concern - which was new - was the

implication that the Bank said one thing and did another.
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Ms Masters wondered whether HODs were the right people co lead
the task forces .
The survey implied that they were the
problem .

The Deputy Governor said that they were not

themselves the problem, but were at the fulcrum of the problem .
Sta£[ at a lower level might not have the necessary authoricy .

Sir David Scholey wondered whether staff would regard them as
not empowered to deliver the necessary chdnges.
The Deputy Governor said t hat the Bank would be ready to
respond positively to press enquiries when news of the exercise
broke , but would not itself issue a press notice .

I[

necessary he would talk to journalists.
Banking Sup e rvi si on
The Deputy Governor introduced two papers which responded to
issues

ra~sed

at the Court/BoBS discussion on 21 September.

The paper on the relationship between Court and BoBS spelt out
how we thought the relationship ought to work, and made
specific proposals .

The most significant was that the

Executive Director for Supervision should report regularly to
Court on staffing and resources in S&S, this being the area for
which Court was djrectly responsible, and then perhaps two
Courts during the year should be dedicated largely to
supervision questions.

There were also some "nuts and bolts"

proposals to improve the flow of information to Court.

The

second paper described how Arthur Andersen would be invited to
conduct a management audit of supervision, leading to a benetmarking exercise that would form the basis for a subsequent
quality assurance review .

Arthur Andersen would scare che

process quickly, and this would help us to identify where extra
resources were needed in

Supervis~on.

Ms Masters commenLed that the Arthur Andersen proposal did not
comp letely address Court's concern, which had gone to the
sLyle , culture and relaLionships involved in Supervision as
much as to the detailed operation .

The Deputy Governor

acknowledged the point and said it would be included in the
e x ercise .
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Sir David Lees, commenting on the paper on BoBS, said that it
made it very clear that Court was responsible for Supervision.
This was new and indicated that past assumptions had been
mistaken.

And yet few issues in Supervision had ever been

brought to Court.

He could not recall specific supervisory

cases ever being brought to Court.

Sir David Scholey

commented that the latest paper nevertheless oet out the
accurate position.

The Deputy Governor added that we had

hoped that the framework suggested would allow Court to feel
that they were able to discharge the responsibilities outlined .
Sir David Scholey said that of the specific options at the end
of the paper, he would favour Option D - that is, a six-monthly
supervisory Court with BoBS present.
Sir Jeremy Morse said it would be

importan~

to distinguish

detailed case work from broad oversight of the style and
approach of supervision.
the former;

Cou~t

It was right for BoBS to advise on

had co be concerned

wit~

the latter.

thought the proposals in the paper might drive Court too
towards the detail.

He
fa~

Sir Roland Smith recalled that at the

time of BCCI the question of the personal liability of Court
Members had been raised .

The change in perception of Court's

role might make this relevant again.

On a separate matter he

wondered whether the members of the Board had Lhe right
attributes :

were they "surveillance-type" people.

Summing up, the Deputy Governor said that his impression was
LhaL Members welcomed the greater clarity proposed for Court's
role in Supervision, and were conte~t for the Bank to proceed
with the management review.
But further thought v1as needed
about. the content of a "supervisory Court", where should the
dividing line becween general policy and operations be drawn?
Sir Chips Keswick hoped that existing management would welcome
Above
the audit and not see it as yet another attack on therr.
all, it should not be seen as an external imposition.
Mr Quinn commented that it was difficult to judge how far
supervision needed to change, and for that reason he was fully
in support of the Arthur Andersen review.

Anybody responsible

for a major function should be happy to see an exercise of this
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kind conducLed.

The quality assurance review was an exercise

which he himself had first suggested.

The Dep.tty Governor

said that he and Mr Quinn would be talking to the board of
Banking Supervision on the following day, and might f ind i t
easier to find the dividing line between Court and BoBS after
that session .
The Execu t ive Report
The Deputy Governor said that Sir Roland Smith and
Sir Christopher Hogg would be leaving CourL in Pebruary, and
that the Governors would like to agree at the next Court some
recommendations for the Chancellor.

He and the Governor had

reviewed earlier lists of names that had found favour with
Courc, and had reflecced again on the background required.
The Governors thought that both candidates should be nonfinancial, and that at least one might usefully be from the
retail sector.

With this in mind he suggested

He would be grateful for

re~ctions

to that

list over the next week or so and any further suggestions.
Sir Jeremy Morse wondered whether a candidate who might be able
to give particular attention to staff concerns might be
acc~ptablP.

Sir David Lees thought the Cour t should take the

opportunity of suggesting again that it wou l d be helpfu l to
have a Trade Unionist on the Court.
Mr Quinn spoke about the Report on Barings by the Singapore
inspectors, which had been published the previous day.
Compared with the BoBS Report there was no substantive
difference in t erms of conclusions, although there were
differences in emphasis probably stemming from access to
documenLs and individuals in Singapore.

For example, the

Singapore Inspectors had concluded that Norris had misled them
and been unlruthful, and suspected that he had been involved

~n

covering up Leeson's activities, at least at a late stage.
There was no significant criticisms of the Bank and on a highly
significant point - whether the delay in reaching a conclusion
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on e xchange exposures had lead directly to the Barings failure
- the benefit of the doubt went co the Bank.

Coopers &

Lybrand were more heavily criticised.
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 25 OCTOBER 1995

Present
Mr Davies , The Deputy Governor
Mr Plenderleith

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
ratification by the next Court.
The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, were noted .
Mr Plenderleith spoke about the foreign exchanges and the state of
the domestic markets.
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 1 NOVEMBER 19 9 5

Present :
Mr George, Governor
Mr Davies, Deputy Governor
Mrs Heaton
Sir Chips Keswick
Mr King
Ms Masters
Mr Plenderleith
Mr Quinn
Mr Simms
Sir David Simon

The Minutes of the Court of 18 October and ~he Meeting of
25 October, having been circulated, were approved.
On the markets, Mr Plenderleith noted that the gilt-edged
auction held the previous week had had a successful outcome;
this served to confirm the view that the disappointing result
of the September auction was a hiccough and not an indication
o[ any fundamental problem with the mechanism.

But the latest

auction had nonetheless been less robust than appeared in the
bare numbers and , thus, caution was needed not to put too much
strain on the auction programme .

He 111as however comfortable

with the level of funding achieved 1n relation to the
Government's currently announced (pre-Budget) borrowing
requirements .
The Governor spoke briefly about his trip to the Far East taking in Hong Kong, Malaysia , Tokyo and Shanghai - from which
he had returned earlier in the week.
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A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 8 NOVEMBER 1995

Present:
Mr George, Governor
Mr Davies , Deputy Governor
Mr Kent
Mr King
Sir David Lees
Mr Plenderleith

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
ratification by the next Court.
The Minutes of the last Court having been circulated, were
noted .
Mr Plenderle1th spoke briefly about the markets and the
Official Reserves figures for October .

114{
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 15 NOVEMBER 1995

Present:
Mr George , Governor
Mr Davies, Deputy Governor
Sir David Cooksey
Mrs Heaton
Sir Christopher Hogg
Mr Kent
Mr King
Sir David Lees
Ms Masters
Sir Jeremy Morse
Mr Plenderleith
Mr Quinn
Sir David Scholey
Professor S ir Roland Sm1th
Sir Colin Southgate
The Minutes of the Court of 1 November and the Meeting of
8 November, having been circulated, were approved.
I nflation Report Discussion and Market Charts (Mr Bowen in
attendance) .
Commenting on the Bank's Inflation Report, which had been published
on 8 November, Mr King said that inflation had been rising since
the end of 1994, but the question was where was it going now.

The

rise in inflalion since the August Report had been largely due to
temporary factors such as seasonal foods and meat prices .

The

principal change in our view of inflation in recent months had been
tha t, whereas earlier in the summer we had seen the risks to the
inflation forecast as being principally on the upside, we now saw
the risks more evenly distributed.

But the degree of uncertainty

about the forecast had increased due to three factors .

Was the

obvious slowdown in demand and output merely the temporary effect
of destocking or did it reflect a more long-lasting trend?

Second,

would the re-emergence of wage drift cause higher inflation
pressures or would wage settlements remain modest?

Third, to what

e x tent did the recent increase in broad money reflect a shift in
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the supply function reflecting banks' greater

w~llingness

to lend,

for that too could increase 1nflationary pressures?

Mr Plenderleith drew attention to tremors in the exchange market.
The dollar seemed to have stabilised at around 100 yen but had
tended to ease against the deutschmark reflecting concerns about
the budget crisis in the

us

while uncertainties about EMU sparked

demand for the deutschmark.
French franc,

This latter factor had caused the

Lhe lira and the peseta all to suffer spells of

weakness while the Canadian dollar had been unsettled by the run-up
to their referendum.

Sterling had drifted distinctly lower in the

last two months, reflecting increasing market expectations that
interest rates will be cut in tte short-term.

The market's

expectations of inflation two years hence had also been scaled down
but remained well above the Government's 2 1/2% target, while
expectations of inflation ten years hence remained stubbornly high
at around 5%.

Thus the market seemed to believe that the monetary

stance was not tight enough co meet the Government's inflation
target but that nevertheless interest rates would soon be cut.
In commenting on the Report, Sir David Lees agreed that
uncertainties were increasing , not least because of the approach of
the election.

But although he saw the prospects for output as a

little flatter than three months' ago, he did not expect 1t to fall
sharply.

The softer tone to output could help moderate wage

demands but there were signs that settlements in the motor industry
would be significantly higher than last year.

Sir Colin Southgate

said that demand for consumer durables was flat in the UK but in
Northern Europe, especially Scandinavia, demand remained strong.
Demand was weak in the

us,

where it seemed LhaL people had taken

personal credit to the limit and this had taken the heat out of the
rise in personal consumption .

The Governor noted that central

bankers in Basle had agreed that there was a widespread pause in
economic expansion but there was considerable uncertainty on how
long that would last .

At an anecdotal level, Sir Jeremy Morse

thought there was less grumbling by small businesses and this might
reflect the easier stance of bank credit.

Sir Roland Smith

believed that the UK was at the end of the stock building process
given the prospect for more stable raw material prices.

Although
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the motor industry faced problems with wage demands, this situation
was not reflected elsewhere .

Sir David Lees noted the fall in

steel prices, which was bad news for producers but good news for
those many industries which consumed steel.

The Governor summed up

that part of the discussion by noting that although uncertainties
were enormous, it did not appear that the economy was about to fall
over a cliff of falling demand.
Sir Colin Southgate noted that British businesses were better
managed than ten years ago and thus better able to cope with
economic uncertainties .

Sir Roland Smith agreed up Loa point but

questioned the quality of management, particularly in the large
utility companies.
Sir David Lees asked how accurate market forecasts of inflat1on
been in the past.

~ad

Mr King said that there were technical problems

with the two year projection arising from the cashflow patterns of
near-maturity indexed bonds .

In addition, even if one looked back

to the early 1980s, there were only two business cycles during
which to collect data which meant that the number of observations
was quite small, but the tentative conclusion was that the market
predictions of inflation tended to exceed the outturn.

Mr King

also drew attention to chart 3 . 2 in the Report which indicated how
unusually smooth the economic recovery had been so far.
Accordingly , one should not worry if a fall in GOP was seen 1n a
single quarter, for such a pattern would be typical of previous
recoveries .

Because of the considerable uncerta 1nries around the

forecast it was difficult to support extreme forecasts of either a
sharp rise in GDP or a s1gnificant recession .

There were very fine

differences between our central projection of inflation and the
Government's target, which made judgments on interest rates
particularly difficult at present .
Sir Colin Southgate wondered if small changes in interest rates
might be used to try to generate a feelgood factor but the Governor
said that any change in interest rates would need to be justifiable
in terms of the policy objective, otherwise there could be adverse
confidence effects .
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sir Roland Smith pointed to the aggressive competition between food
retailers and suggested that the Bank should monitor the trends in
the food retailing sector closely.

The Deputy Governor said that

the Bank now received useful data from one supermarket chain, which
helped illuminate what was happening.

The Bank had a l so undertaken

an examination of trends in retail margins.
sir David Lees feared that the Financial Times did not seem to
understand how counter-inflationary policy was applied and seemed
to place too much emphasis on the precise position of our central
forecast and overlook the wide-range of possibilities.
more to inform them?

Could we do

After a brief discussion o[ press attitudes,

the Governor concluded that the Inflation Report was the best
vehicle clearly to explain our message to the press.
The Bank's Strategy (Messrs Lecky-Thompso n and Midg l e y in

attendance ) .
In introducing his paper concerning the Bank's strategy for the
next 2-3 years, the Deputy Governor said that this was one of a
series of papers on the Bank's strategy and management.

Next month

there would be a paper on the Bank's staffing policies and another
on financial controls, in January a report from the Executive's
off-site gathering and in February there would be the paper on the
budget for next year.

Therefore he hoped that today's discussion

would concentrate on section 1 which dealt with the external
environment, and section 2 which looked at the core purposes and
suggested detailed objectives related to them.

On the external

environment he noted that the debate on independence had gone quiet
while uncertainty over EMU seemed

~ikely

to remain for sometime.

The members of the TCSC had compromised on a recommendation chat
:he Treasury should review the Bank's role in supervision, though
it was not clear how the Chancellor would react to that advice.
The Labour Party were themselves reviewing their policy on this
question but their review seemed to be endlessly deldyed.
The Ban k ' s core purposes seemed robust and the Staff Opinion Survey
showed that they were well understood by the Bank.

The priorities

for the Monetary SLability Wing seemed to be on the right lines but
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chere was clearly more work co do on improving the external
perce9tion of the Bank's counter - inflationary role.

A larger task

of influencing perceptions arose from the Financial Stabil1ty Wing,
where there was a need to explain our approach to the world in
general while raising morale i nside the Bank .

Our aim should be to

set our sights high and create a centre of excellence in
superv ision within the Bank and the appojntment of the
Arthur Andersen team shou l d help achieve that objective .

Although

there might be a need to expand and direct more expensive resources
towards S&S , this should be achievable over the next three years if
we could generate savings elsewhere in the Bank .
Ir. 1nviting discussion, the Governor asked if the paper correct:y
judged the sLaLe of political opinion about independence.
Sir David Scholey felt that, as f ar as the public were concerned,
ir.dependence was yesterday's argument.

He advocated a

softly-softly approach of influencing decision-makers while not
raising the subject publicly;
performance of our tasks.

our best case was made by the

He regarded the Inflation Repor: as a

remarkable document but feared that it might go over the heads of
some of the Bank ' s business audience .

He was concerned that the

Bank should continue to give a simple , unambiguouD message on
keeping inflation below 2 1/2% .
the Holy Grnil .

The Bank had to be the keeper of

Mrs Heaton agreed t h at the Bank should speak

loudly and firmly in its case f or low inflation and
Sir Christopher Hogg agreed that the Inflation Report was of
outstanding quality .

He suggested that the Bank could make its

views more widely known by celevising the In:lation Report press
conference, a suggestion the Governor agreed to consider further.
Ms Masters wondered if the Bank was clear at whom i c was trying to
target its counter-inflat1on message, and thought we should go
wider than just the business community .
The Deputy Governor said that t h e Bank had been considering the
circulation of the Inflation Repo r t and had lowered its price, but
there was probably more that c ould be done.

Mervyn King noted that

Bank Briefing was the main alternative medium to the Inflation
Report , comprising an e x ecutive s ummary of the Report and being
sent to a much larger audience.

Sir David Scholey said the Bank
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should look for new ways of expressing its counter-inflationary
messages and look for new audiences to target.

The need to keep

inflation down was not as well understood by the public as it
should be .
Sir David Cooksey felt that the strategy document lacked sufficient
benchmarks or targets and so risked looking complacent in places.
Sir Christopher Hogg feared that the Bank was fighting for its
supervisory life but in doing so was constrained by being part of
Government .

It was increasingly unsatisfactory to look at

supervision by institutions and the Bank should look increasingly
at supervision by functions.

The Bank was unique in 1ts position

in the City and its international role and both were real assets
for UK plc.

He felt that the Bank should be more pro-active in

relation to the

f~nanc~al

sector in general, whereas the tone of

core purpose 3 was too reactive.

If the Bank faced flnancial

restraints ir should solicit the help of outsiders by commissioning
external studies.

He regretted that the Bank had not been more

pro-active towards Lloyd's and the Stock Exchange in the 1980s, as
he felt the Bank had been in a rea l position to influence those
markets.

Sir Jeremy Morse endorsed Sir Christopher Hogg's comments

which he saw in the spirit of Montagu Norman's Bank, but this was
an approach which the Bank had increasingly moved away from during
the 1980s.

However, the Governor observed thaL Lhe Government had

consciously created a framework of regulation for the City in the
1980s and Lhe law did not provide for the Bank lo play a leading
role .

Thus the Bank found itself in quite a different leqal

posit~on v~s-a-vis

the City than was the case in Montagu Norman's

day.
Sir David Scholey called for greater collaboration between the Bank
and other supervisory agencies.
should be a member of BoBs .

Perhaps the Chairman of the SIB

Although Members of Court should be

publicly supportive of the Bank 's role in supervision, they would
want to be fully involved in the Bank's internal discussions in
evol ving that role .

He warn ed against the Bank taking on

responsibilities under core purpose 3 that it lacked the power to
carry out .

There were increasing dangers for the Bank in exceeding

~
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ics legal responsibilities

~n

an increasingly litigious world.

The

Governor agreed and said that the Bank's role where 1t lacked
authority should be to monitor the situation and act as a catalyst
for solutions .

Mr Quinn felt that the Bank should understand how

the wider financial system worked without usurping the authority of
other regulators.

Sir David Scholey did noL agree that the central

bank was best placed to look at the financial system as a whole and
commended the work of some other investigative bodies such as the
Harvard Group.
Sir Jeremy Morse feared that the pendulum had swung too far towards
a mechanistic, legalistic approach to banking supervision and this
risked thac the supervisors missed seeing the big picture.

In

pushing the pendulum back it might be necessary to bring in more
externally experienced, street-wise people.

Sir David Cooksey said

chat it was not simply a matter of better quality

supcrv~sors,

they

also needed better tools and, in particular, the right level of IT
support . Mr Kent, referring to the discussion of core purpose 3,
noted that the Bank was already looking closely at supervision of
financial markets in general through the Regulatory Policy
Division.

He and Mervyn King were seeking to recruit more

financial economists and these should help go some way towards the
relationship with other supervisors that was being sought.

The

Governor felt that the question for core purpose 3 was how
pro-active the Bank could be in a world of more legally-based
supervision of financial markets.
responsibilities without power?

How could the Bank avo i d getting
For example, the Bank had been

monitoring the problems of TAURUS and London Clear and
informal advice for some

ti~e

o~fering

its

be:ore those projects reached cYises,

but it was on l y after the Bank had received invitations from those
markets that

~t

could act to resolve the problems.

Sir David Scholey felt the strategy paper lacked a section on
management development.

Looking ten years ahead he was anxious

about the Bank's ability to develop breadth and the depth of
management .

The Bank needed a clearer view of how to create a

climate of leadership and communication .

The Governor responded

that these were issues which wou ld be considered by the Executives
at the off-site gaLhering .
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sir David Lees felt that the paper did not fully address questions
of prioritisation and affordabilicy .

The Deputy Governor said that

there would be resources to begin strengthening supervis:on over
the next 18 monLhs or so because of planned resource savings in
other areas, and in any case it would take some time to build the
supervisory team in the way desired .

In Lhe medium-term Lhe

constraint could well be the Bank's overall pay bill, which was
frozen by the Government ' s public sector pay policy, rather than a
shortage of financial resources as in fact the Bank's income
position was buoyant .
S1r Roland Smith foresaw che possibility of a Labour Government
which would attach a high priority to reducing unemployment.

Our

strategy did not seem to cake that possibility into account.

The

Governor said that this question had been discussed with the
Opposition and they accepted that they would not be abl e to use
demand management to bring about a lasting fall in unemployment but
would need to look at structural measures instead.

The Bank

accepted its own need to expand its resources on analysing
structural developments in the real economy.
In concluding the discussion, the Deputy Governor said that the
question ot how changing financial markets should affect the way we
manage supervision and the view we should take on the appropriate
institutional framework would shortly be discussed in EXCO, with a
report to Court in due course .

The worst criticism that the Bank

faced was when it was said the Bank did not undersLand whaL was
going on.

Such criticisms were unfair but we needed to do more to

turn round that false perception .

Similarly, on the monetary side

we did not always get our message across on the need to curb
inflation.

He welcomed the Directors' comments on benchmarks and

said there was a good appetite in the Bank to adopt such measures .
All the comments made in discussion would be taken into account and
a revised paper put back to Court early next year.
Appointments t o Bank Subsidiaries
The Governor advised Members that Derek Bridger, the Chief
Registrar at Gloucester , would be retiring from the Bank at the end.
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of the month and he would be succeeded by Peter Ironmonger ,
currently the Deputy Chief Registrar. Mr Bridger sat on che Board
of the two o f the Bank's subsidiaries - The Securities Ma~agement
Trust Ltd and BE Services Ltd - and it had been agreed that
Mr Ironmonger would also take over these responsibilities.
with effect from 29 November 1995, and pursuant to Section 375 of
the Companies Act 1985, as amended and extended by the Companies
Act 1989 , and until otherwise resolved by the Court of Directors,
it was agreed that:1

Mr P

wF

IRONMONGER shall become a Director of The

Securities Management Trust Ltd in place of MR D A BRIDGER.
The Board will then consist of Mr Quinn (Chairman), Mr
Midgley, Mr Kentfield and Mr Ironmonge r.
2

MR BRIAN OUINN. or failing him MR GORDON MIDGLEY, or failing
him MR G E A KENTFIELD, or failing him MR P W r I RONMONGER,
be authorised to act as the representat ive of the Governor
and Company of the Bank of England at any meeting of The
Securities Management Trust Ltd.

3

MR P W F IRONMONGER shall become a Director of BE Services
Ltd in place of MR D A BRIDGER.

The Board will then consist

of Lord Laing of Dunphail (Chairman), Mr Midgl ey, Mr Jarvis,
Mr Watts, Mr Bartlett, Mr Lecky-Thompson and Mr Ironmonger .
4

LORD LAING OF DUNPHAIL, or failing him MR GORDON MIDGLEY, or
fail~ng

him, MR A W JARVIS, or failing him MR J BARTLETT, or

fail~ng

him MR ROY LECKY-THOMPSON, or failing him MR P W F

IRONMONGER, be authorised to act as the representative of
the Governor and Company of the Bank of England at any
meeting of BE Services Ltd.
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The Staff Pension Fund and the Court Pension Sc heme - Rul e

amendments
The Deputy Governor introduced a paper from the Secretary of the
Pension Fund outlining the rule amendments to the Staff Pension
Fund;

namely -

(a)

change of the Trust Deed be revised to reflect more
truly the manner in which the Bank's contributions to the
Fund are agreed;

(b)

segregation of members' contributions;

and

(c)

updating references to outdated legislation.

court were advised that the Trustees of the Fund were content with
the changes and gave its aoproval to the amendments proposed.
The Governor, having declared his potential interest in the Court
Pension Scheme, together with those of the Deputy Governor, Messrs
Quinn, King, Kent and Plenderleith, invited Sir Roland Smith, in
his capacity as Chairman of the Trustees of the Court Scheme, to
present his Report on Rule amendments.
(a)

These were as follows :

bring the Trust Deed and Rules into line with the overriding
provisions of the Finance Act 1989, and Lo updale references
to old legislation where new provisions have been enacted ;

(b)

in order to allow for the possibility of female members
joining the Scheme, to extend the current benefics for
widows and children of male members to any such female
membe~s.

and to allow Maternity Leave to count as

pensionable service;
(c)

where a spouse is more than 15 years younger than the
member , to reduce the widow(er) ' s allowance by only 2% for
each year in excess of 15 (instead of 2 1/2%), subject in
all cases to a maximum reduction of 50%;
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(d)

allow a member's voluntary contributions to the Scheme to
provide extra widow(er)'s benefit where this would not
breach Revenue limits;

(el

and

segregate a member's voluntary contributions in line with
''best practice" so that, in the event of t.he Scheme being
wound up, they could not be used to meet che Scheme's other
liab i lities.

court approved the amendments proposed.
The Executive Repor t
The Governor referred to the EMI's paper on the changeover to the
single currency but given the hour suggesLed that the item be
postponed until the December long Court.
Further to a Minute of Court of 18 October, the Governor circulated
a draft letter to the Chancellor of the Exchequer recommending
appointments to Court to fill the vacancies which wil: arise
following 29 February 1996 .
Mr Quinn reported

th~t

on Monday 20 November an importanL sLage

would be reached in the licigation against the Bank by the
liquidators of BCCI.

The Courts would consider an amended

statement of claim by the liquidators and, at a hearing wh:ch could
last for up to 16 days, the preliminary legal issues will be tried.
These centre on matters of law rather than substance and rested on
three questions.

Was the Bank capable of being liable to

depositors for the tort of misfeasance in public office?

Were the

depositors' alleged losses caused in law by the acts or omissions
of the Bank?

Are the plaintiffs entitled to recover :or the tort

of misfeasance in public office as existing depositors or potential
deposir.ors?
Judgment
would not be given until the new year.
The Deputy Governor noted that che Bank would be hosting a
Christmas drinks party on 18 December.

It was hoped that as many
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Directors as possible would attend.

Finally, the Governor advised

Members that Lord Richardson would be celebrating his 80th b1rthday
on SaLurday
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~IINUTES

OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK

vlEDNESDAY 2 2 NOVEMBER 19 9 5
Present
Mr George, Governor
Mr Davies, Deputy Governor
Mr King
Mr Quinn
Sir David Scholey
The number of Directors assembled being insufficienL to form a
quorum,

those present proceeded to the business, subject to

ratification by the next Court .
The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, were noted.
Mr King spoke about develooments during the week in the foreign
exchange markets.
The Governor mentioned his discussion the previous day with the
Chancellor about Court succession .

He noted that the Chancellor

was minded to put four names forward to the Prime Minister for
consideration:

Sir John Hall, Ronnie Hampel , John Neill and

Sir rain Vallance.
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 29 NOVEMBER 1995

Present:
Mr George , Governor
Mr Davies , DepuLy Governor
Mr Kent
Mr King
Sir Jeremy Morse
Mr Plenderleith

The number of Jirectors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the

busi~ess,

subject to

ratification by the next Court .
':'he Minutes of the last r-1eeting, having been circulated, were
noted.
Mr Plenderleith said that the markets were digesting the Budget and
the reaction to it .

The relat ive l y restrained fiscal stance was

generally being interpreted as enhancing the prospects of an
interest rate cut , but there was some disappointment at the scale
of next year

1

S

PSBR .

The net result was that both sterling and the

gilt market had initially weakened after the Budget/ though they
now seemed to be steadying .
Mr King noted that the Treasury's growth forecast for 1996 on 1995
- 2 3/4% for non-oil GDP and 3% overall - seemed optimistic; if
growth proved to be lower, the PSBR would increase.

MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 6 DECEMBER 1995

Present
Mr George , Governor
Mr King
Mr Plenderleith

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
ratification by the next couYt .
T~e

Minutes of the last Meeting, having been circulaLed, were

noted.
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 13 DECEMBER 1995

Present
Mr George, Governor
Mr Davies, Deputy Governor
Mr Kent
Mr King
sir Jeremy Morse
Mr PlenderleiLh
Mr Quinn

The number o[ Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
ratification by the next Court .
The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, were noted.
Mr Plenderleith said that the markets had responded positively to
the 1/4% cut in interest rates announced that morning following the
monthly Chancellor/Governor meeting;
market expectations.

the cut had been in line with

The decision taken was what the Bank had

recommended in the light of clear evidence in recent months that
inflationary pressures were softening;

and there had been a

genuine meeting of minds, both within the Bank and between the
Chancellor and Governor, that a 1/4% reduction in rates was now
justified on economic grounds.

There was value also in being able

to move to a pattern of smaller adjustments in rates;

past moves,

in less stable conditions, had tended to be 1/2% or more.
~he

Governor reported that the Queen had approved the appointment

to Court of John Neill and Sir John Hall.

He had spoken to the

former, who was willing to accept the appointment and had made a
positive impression, but had yet to sound out the latter.

If he

also agrees , it should be possible to announce the appointments
before Christmas .

L \.9~
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Mr George, Governor
Mr Davies, Deputy Governor
Sir David Cooksey
Mrs Heaton
Mr Kent
Sir Chips Keswick
Mr King
Sir David Lees
Ms Masters
Sir Jeremy Morse
Mr Plenderleith
Mr Quinn
Sir David Scholey
Mr Simms
Sir David Simon
Sir Roland Smith
Sir Colin Southgate

The Minutes o( the Court of 15 November and the Meetings of
22 and 29 November and 6 and 13 December, having been
circulated, were approved .
Court e xpressed its sadness at learning of the death of
Lord O'Brien of Lothbury, who had served the Bank continuously
from 1927 until his retirement in 1973.

The Governor said

that he had attended Lord O'Brien's funeral on 1 December, and
that there were plans for a Memorial Service on 9 February which would have been Lord O'Brien ' s birthday - either at
St Margaret's, Lothbury, or at St Paul's.
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Monthly Economic and Market Report (Messrs Bowen and Jenkinson
in attendance)

Mr King said that the recent Budget could be viewed, depending
on the indicator chosen, as either neutral, expansionary or
contractionary.

In the sense of the tax and spending

decisions against an indexed base, the BudgeL was neutral .

In

the sense that the PSBR levels both for this year and
subsequent years were higher than projecLed a year before, the
Budget was e xpansionary ;

in the sense that the Budget

continued the process of fiscal consolidation started in 1993,
the Budget was contractionary .

On balance, the Budget was as

good as we could have expected .

There was some optimism in

the profile of tax receipts, but che Treasury had taken a
cautious view on the likely continuation of slippage from

VA~

receipts, and the Budget judgement was more cautioas than some
had feared.

One worrying feature, displayed in the charts

made available to Court , was the steady growth in :he ratio of
debt to GOP during the 1990s so far .

It would be important to

reverse this .
On the monetary front , rec ent news on activity had shown that
growth was slower than we had t hought at the tima of the
November Inflation Report .
the continent .

There had been a sharp slowdown on

However there did seem to be some pickup of

consumer spending , which might continue .

The caveats remained

the monetary aggregates and the exchange rate.
rapidly.
inflation:

M4 was growing·

But there had been generally good news on current
there had been falls in manufacturers' input

prices, slower increases in output prices, and the recent RPI
figures had been very favourable .

We now expected inflation

to be less than 2 1/2% t wo years ahead, a better profile than
at the time of the November Inflation Report and, in the
circumstances , the cautious 1/4% cut in interest rates had
seemed sensible .
Mr Plenderleith said that the interest rate cut had been
expected in the markets, and had resulted in no big shifts in
sentiment ;

however Sterl ing had remained soft and fragile
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throughout the period, despite the evidence of fiscal and
monetary caution, and despite the interest rate cuts in other
major markets .

The profile of three-month forward rates

suggested that, the market s saw a further fall, followed by
rises nex t year .
Sir Chips Kesw1ck said that in the three-tofive-year area, the market was speculating against the pound .
Sir David Lees commented that the Chancellor's growth forecast
had been greeted with some scepticism and he wondered what the
Bank's view of this was ;

he also noted the increasing

proportion of employment based on short-term contracts, and
wondered whether this would lead to weaker consumer confidence.
Mr King felt that the growth forecast was getting too much
attention.

The number in question was simply Lhe percen=age

change between one year's average and the previous year's, and
was consequently highly sensitive to the fourth quarter and
first quarter outcomes .

If GDP growth in the fourth quarter

of 1995 and Lhe first quarter of 1996 Lurned out at around
0 . 2~.

then certainly the year-on-year forecasts would prove

optimistic.

But this could still be consistent with sharp

growth in the last three q u a r ters of 1996 .

Mr Jenkinson added

that as a rough and ready r u le of thumb 1% off growth would
result in an additional £4 - 5 bn on the PSBR.
Mr Bowen said that there had been a rise in the number of
workers on fixed-term contracts.
The Deputy Governor added
that it was often asserted that unemployment, though lower, had
affecled more people.

But this did not appear to be the case .

It was also not true that average tenures in employmenc were
falling significantly - although it was more the case for men
than for women .
However it was clear that the proportion of
Lhe workforce covered by employment protection legislation had
fallen dramatically, from 55% to a little under 40% over the
past decade .

And it was possible that this was associated

with higher savings, and the lack of a " feel-good" factor .
Sir David Scholey drew a tte n t i on to the rapid growth in mon ey
and credit , and asked how f a r we felt this outweighed the other
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data.

Mr King said that M4 and credit growth had been strong

for some time .

It was one of the reasons why we expected

growth to pick up in the latter quarters of 1996.

:n

assessing the long - term implications for inflation, the
question was whether it would persist:

the recent spike 1n M4

growth was related to underfunding, and to the behaviour of the
financial institutions - the growth of credit itself was not so
strong , and mortgage credit was not growing very fast .
Sir David Scholey also asked whether the implied forward
inflation rates in other countries, derived from y1eld curves,
were likely to be as inconsistent with their inflation targets
and projections as were ours .
gap in Germany, but
as ours:

genera~ly

Mr King said that there was a
the differences were not as large

Mr Plenderleitb. said that there were difficulties in

interpret~ng

other countries' figures, as they did not have the

index-linked bond market from which our est1mates were
partially derived.

Nevertheless, independent forecasters in

other countries were more in line with official forecasts and
targets.
Sir Jeremy Morse noted that one of the great successes of the
past year had been the tactic of moving early on interest rates
so as to pre-empt inflation .

He wondered whether the same

would be true on the downward side of the curve - the problem
being that the pressures, politically, were not symmetrical .
Were we going to be able to cut off Lhe bottom of the growth
cycle?

The Governor commented that this was not easy.

The

implication of the question was that we were managing interest
rates in order to manage activity, which was not the case.
The process involved taking account of the impact of acciv1ty
on inflation, and steering by refere~ce to that.

The shi:t

between November and December had happened because we saw
activity placing less upward pressure on future inflation.
Our aim was to set policy consistently so as to achieve an
inflation rate of 2 1/2% or less.

Sir Jeremy Morse commented

that this did noL give a very clear guide to future downward
movements .

The Governor agreed that this was one ot the
It remained the case that
perceived difficulties of policy.
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we did not take a view on activicy alone.
that we started with a burden of history

We had to remember
our credibility was

nothing like that of other central banks, and we could not
afford to take risks.
Sir Roland Smith commented that the general mood in industry
was to expect activity to weaken.

It was not clear whether we

were aiming to move back to a 3% growth path.

Sir David Simon

said that the anecdotal indicators from the energy sector,
which had all been consistent this year with the outcome, now
had input costs poised to rise.
The market believed that destocking had finished:
forward prices were moving up, and real
markets were becoming tight.
market was turning.

Everything suggested that the

Sir Roland Smith commentPd that the

question was whether attempts to impose price rises would be
successful, or whether they would resu:t in pressure on
marg~ns .

Sir David Scholey noted that retailers' margLns ln

the UK had been extremely wide by international comparisons,
and that the reductions this year could well prove
irreversible.
The Governor, summing up, said that his sense was that some
Members of Court felt that the economy was weaker than did
others.

He hoped that Court agreed on balance with the

decision to recommend a cautious 1/4% cut, and that they would
take encouragement from the fact that we were now beginning to
share the stabiliLy of European countries.
Progress Towards Monetary Union (Sir Peter Petrie and
Mr Collins in attendance )
With reference to a Minute of 16 August, Mr Collins said that
the recent Madrid Summit had endorsed the EMI's changeover
scenario.

The decision on who would participate in EMU would

be taken in early 1 998 , based on 1997 data .

The first period

of changeover would last for about nine months.

No statement

had been made on t h e legal basis of the currency , but the name
had been decided .

Tradeab le pub lic debt issued by

participating member states after EMU had started would be
Two studies had been
denominated in the new currency .
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commissioned: one on fiscal discipline - the Waigel Plan - and
one on the relationship between c.he "Ins" and the "Outs" (the
Prime Minister's initiative).
Sir David Scholey asked about the "ERM" convergence

cr~teria.

The Governor said that this had been discussed at the EMI, and
the EMI had given an opinion, which essentially recognised
that , while the Treaty had talked about
world had now changed.

~normal

margins''. the

One could have a country which had

fluctuated wildly within the 15% bands, but had nevertheless
been "within normal ERM margins" - and one could equally have a
country that had not been in the ERM, but whose currency had
been rock-steady.

Clearly this would require interpretation

by the European Council, but the need was to look at substance
rather than form.
Sir Colin Southgate asked whether there was any tendency to
weaken the criteria .

The Governor said that this was

generally resisted, but at a political level i L was always hard
to tell what the outcome would be.

Mr Collins added that

little was being said publicly, but in

p~actice

there were

countries ljke Belgium and the Netherlands which would not meet
the criteria but which were unlikely to be excluded.

No - one,

publicly, was prepared to face up to that.
Mr King said that they
Sir David Scholey asked about France.
needed two Lhings in order to meet the criteria. First , they
needed to go through with their welfare reforms;

and second,

they needed a bit of luck on the cyclical front

a pick-up in

Europe would obviously help them.

Sir David Scholey felt that

convergence achieved on this basis was unlikely to be
sustainable .

Sir Peter Petrie said that our Paris

Ambassador's view was that France would have difficulty in
reaching the 3~ fiscal criterion, but that the possibllity was
not excluded.
Sir David Scholey asked whether we were still participating
fully in all the technical aspects.

The Governor said that we

were , and in fact pulling more than our weight in the
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discussions - this being particularly the case in the debate on
the transition scenario.
In the UK, now that the changeover
scenario had been published, we were Ln acLive discussion with
various representative groups to see how we could assist in a
changeover, if iL were ever to happen.

For London this was

very important, particularly for the wholesale markets, and we
would need to ensure that the mechanisms were in place and
understood.
John Townend and Stephen Collins were having
extensive discussions with banking, industrial ~nd retail
bodies.
Mr King said that
Sir David Lees asked about the Waigel Plan.
the objective of the Waigel Plan was to prevent pressure on
inflation from a build-up of public debt in the EMU countries.
The proposal

~herefore

deficits exceeded 3%.

was to fine countries whose f1scal
This was a pr1nc1ple which could

produce difficult outcomes, for example in

th~

cas~

of a

country which suffers an asymmetric shock, sees a rise in PSBR,
and then has to pay money into the Community.
Re al Time Gross Settlement

There was insufficient time for a discussion, but the Governor
said that this project was on course and that the Bank team had
done extremely well:
part in this .

Merlyn Lowther had played a very large

Sir David Scholey asked abouL Lhe remaining

risks, which were not covered in the paper.

Mr Plenderleith

said that there were still a few risks, bul already Lhe system
was trialling, and the basic CHAPS system was now operating on
the RTGS software.

Sir Colin SouthgaLe asked aboul security,

which Mr Plenderleith said was to a high market standard.

S1r

Jeremy Morse noted that initially there had been much
resistance from the banks because of the loss of profit from
the float.

The Governor said that the main cost to the banks

was holding liquidity against intra-day payments:

that would

only impose a cost to the extent that they were holding more
liquidity than they would otherwise need.
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Matters Reserved to Court
The Secretary introduced the paper, saying that while codifying
Court's procedures was a novelty, it had in fact proved
possible to come fairly c l ose to the Cadbury Code without
invoJving any significant change in Court practices.

He

invited Members Lo look particularly carefully at the choice of
the v10rds "consult" ,

11

inform 11 and

11

app:=:ove 11

•

Mr Simms said that he fe l t that the paper was satisfactory, and
encapsulaLed the Court procedures well.

Sir Jeremy Morse felt

that it would be right for Court to approve the appointment (or
dismissal) of the Secretary .
Sir David Scholey felt that Court ought co be invol ved in
approving the following matters :

the nomination o:

the appointment of Deputy Directors;

Direc~ors;

significant changes in

management structure;

significant changes 1n the business;

Directors' contracts;

risk management policies;

minutes of Audit Committee .

and the

Sir David Lees agreed.

Ms Masters felt that the Court arrangements should be subject
to annual review , and that it would also be helpful for Court
to see a revised presentation, showing separately the lists of
things which Court had to approve, on which it was consulted
and about which it was merely informed.

The Governor

commented that "approve" and "consult" were often not clear-cut
distinctions:

comments made by Court on i ssues for

consultation would

clear~y

influence the decision.

Sir David Simon said that the introduction of a £10 mn approval
for capital expenditure items jarred with the rest of the
document, and should be removed.
Sir David Lees commented that the section on banking
supervision would need to b e rewritten in the light of
subsequent discussion of the Court/BoBS relationship.
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The Governor sa~d that we would revise the paper along the
lines Court had sugges~ed .

Banking Supervision and Court
With reference to a Minute of 18 October, the Deputy Governor
said that the Executive had undertaken to find a distinction
between "policy" and "operations" with a view to determining
the matters which Court would discuss in the proposed regular
meetings on Banking Supervision.

In practice we had found the

distinction unhelpful, and had instead produced a stylised
agenda, suggest1ng a quarterly and six-monthly cycle for
discussion.
Sir Chips Keswick said that he felt that the Execu t i ve should
find some way of

repor~ing

themselves thought.
this context .
traffic .

to Court whal t h e prac ti t i o ne r s

BBA/LIBA views could be interesting in

Otherwise Court was subjec Led simply to one-way

The Governor agreed that this would be a very

helpful approach, although the Deputy GoveLnor did noL see the
BBA and LIBA as necessarily the right bodies to provide input.
He added that the Arthur Andersen brief did cover how
institutions viewed the Bank .

The Deputy Governor said that if

any Member of Court wished to meet the Arthur Andersen team, he
would be very happy to arrange it.
Sir David Scholey said that the paper did not cover the
interaction bet\veen Court and BoBS, and he hope d that there
would continue to be a regular discussion involving BoBS.
Governor confirmed

tha~

this was planned;

The

the annual meetir.g

was held in the contexc of the Banking Act Annual Report.
Sir David Scholey thought that it would be helpful if all of
Court and BoBS met for part of the time, and that the informal
session could follow that.

This was agreed.

It was also

agreed that discussion of staffing and resources could be done
annually, perhaps jointly with BoBS.
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New Appoi n t ments
The Governor said that we had now heard from No 10 that The
Queen had approved the appointment of Directors to Court from 1
March 1996.
They were Sir John Hall, John Neill, CBE, Michael
Foot and Mervyn King.
He added that a forma l announcement from the Prime Minister's
office was to be made later in the day.
IL was intended that
Mervyn King should continue as an Ex ecutive Director and that
Michael Foot will become one ;

and it was now [or Court, in

accordance with paragraph 11(2) of the Charter of 1946, to
appoint them as Executive Directors with effect from 1 March
1996 and note, for the record, that Michae l Foot will be the
Executive Jirector
that date.

res~onsible

for Banking Supervision

f~om

Court approved the apoointments.

Sir David Scholey said that Directors would welcome an informal
discussion with Michael Foot about how he

pl~nned

to develop

supervision.
Down Hal l and After
The Deputy Governor introduced the Down Hall paper.

He said

that a strategy paper had been discussed with Deputy Directors
and Heads of Division, who were now starting work on the
implications for their areas .

Mea~while,

at the Down Hall

gathering the Executive had considered the reports trom the
Task Forces, which had been extremely helpful in
the areas where change was needed .

The aim was to use the
t~e

process co change gear, to stop whingeing about
to focus on the future.

ider.t~fying

past, and

The Down Hall communique, which had

been circulated to staff two weeks earlier, had given basic
messages about communication , culture and style.
Now we were ready, in the light of Michael Foot's appointment,
to announce changes to the FS Wing that had been proposed at
Down Hall, and also to announce a new management structure .
The FS Wing had not been a success thus far.

While in the MS
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Wing the distinction between analysis and operations had been
clear and widely understood, it had not been followed through
in the FS Wing, where operational matters were scattered on
both sides.

In addition, the absence of Deputy Director

coverage all of the FS Wing had made things moLe difficult.
The proposed new structure put Alastair Clark as Deputy
Director for all Financial Infrastructure side of the Wing,
brought all the analytical areas together under him, and put
supervision in S&S, including WMSD and ECHO.

Ol iver Page

would be the Deputy Director for S&S.
On the management structure, the Task Forces had made it clear
that while ExCo had set a strategy its implementation had ill focused.

There was a range of Comm1ttees - Personnel

Committee, the Information Technology Steering Group - which
took decisions, and the Deputy Governor himself had
considerable personal discretion.

ExCo played a c c- o rdinat1ng

role, but was expected to do too much .

The new Commit c ee,

involving the Deputy Directors, would be a valuable way of
ensuring that strategy was implemented in a coherent way.
Sir David Lees said that he had been concerned about Manco.
The Bank of England was a small organisation, and a wellordered ExCo ought to be able to manage it, through the
Executive Directors .

The formation of ManCo effe.ctively

lifted the Executive Directors on to a plane above management.
He was also concerned about the proliferation of one - on-one
reporting relationships implied by the Executive / Deputy
Director arrangements.
Sir Colin Southgate agreed.
He had
been hoping to see management decisions pushed down from ExCo,
but not the creation of a new Committee .
The Governor said that these concerns went to the heart of the
question of whether we were going to run the Bank as one
or two separate wings.

Ban~

He did not believe that we could allow

parts of the Bank to manage themselves.
Sir Jeremy Morse said that he had shared the concerns of
Sir David Lees and Sir Colin Southgate.

However he had
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accepted it more easily because he recalled the previous role
of Executive Directors before 1980, when they were effectively
advisers to the Governor and the management of the Bank was in
the hands of the Heads of Department.

Provided there was a

good relationship between the Directors and Lhe Deputy
Directors, this structure could be made to work.

He accepted

that there were natural divisions between the wings, buL that
these should be moderated elsewhere:

the divisions between

officials and officers, economists and non economists,
permanent and contract staff were unhelpful.

We had to

minimise the sense that some bits of the Bank were more "core"
than others .
He also felt that Manco might not be a permanent structure,
although it was the right solution for now.
The Governor said that one of the telling things from the Task
Forces was their statement that, while ExCo might think that
things were happening, they we re not.

The Directors on ExCo

all had technical responsibilities, and did not have the time
or the capacity to manage in detail the change programmes that
they had initiated.
Sir Colin Southgate said that everyone agreed that we should
have a single Bank - but this had more to do with culture than
with organisation.
Sir David Simon said that: he shared all Lhe views expressed
about the problems of one-on-one reporting relationships, but
also saw that the biggesz. cha::..lenge to the Bank wao the
management of change.

He was surprised that ManCo was put in

charge of implementation of change management programmes, while.
there was nothing about ExCo developing a strategy for change .
He would like to spend a lot more time thinking about ExCo's
role in the management of change.

Under the proposed

arrangements, ManCo would be the driver of change, and ExCo
would become more distant .
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The Governor said that ExCo had set strategy, and had done so
reasonably well .
~he problem was that the scaff were telling
us that what we thought was happening and had mandated to
happen actually wasn't .
Mr Simms said that he was sure that the staff survey had made
the Directors feel uncomfortable , but Lhat was absolutely
typ ical of such exerc i ses , and t h ere was no need to go beyond
the reasonable in sat i sfy i n g the demands puL by staif .

It was

good to strengthen communication, but the creation of a new
permanent committee was a mistake .
It might be more
understandable if it was just a temporary standing comm1ttee .
He did not think the Bank should have a committee which took
managemenc away from 8xCo .
Ms Masters said ttat she was uncomfortable about the link
between the Deputy Governor and the Deputy Directors.

It

didn't teel right.
The Governor said that he was very disinclined to set ManCo up
as a temporary body.

He preferred simply to set it up and

review it after the ne x t survey , which would test whether the
changes had worked.
Sir David Lees agreed that it would be wrong to set ManCo up as
a temporary body .

But he wondered whether having set ManCo

up, it was time to reconsider the role and name of ExCo.

Wha~

was needed was not an e x ecutive committee but a strategy
committee.

The Governor said that, in effect, ExCo was that.

It set strategy, though it also had policy work, for examole in
monetary ExCo .

The Deputy added that ExCo was in practice a

very policy-driven body .
Sir David Scholey said that it was importanL to clarify the
differences between the t wo Committees.

What seemed to be

proposed was that the chairmen of the different bits of the
Bank would sit on a policy c o mm ittee , whi l e the managing
This was a
direclors would sit o n a manageme n t committee .
matrix structure which might work , though it did seem to

I
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elevate the chairmen of che D~visions above the management
structure.
It was confusing to have a body cal l ed executive
committee.
The choices were to have an executive committee
and then a simple co-ordinating committee below, or a policy
committee, wich a management committee below .
The Governor said that he felt the Bank's intention was very
clear .

ExCo was involved in policy and strategy.

It would

be concerned with where che Bank was going, and the policies
that the Bank set.

It could be called PoJicy Committee.

But

on top of that Committee, the Bank needed a management
committee to make sure that what the Governors and Direccors
wanted was actually implemented in a consis t enL and efficient
way.

Sir David Lees said that it was worth consider1ng

whether ExCo shou l d survive .

Sir Jeremy Mo rse said that he

would support the creation of PalCo.
Mr Kent, commenting on the discussion, said that the
Non-Executives needed to understand that the present burdens on
They were deeply
the Executive Directors were immense.
involved in policy work, at a very high technical level, and
the output of the policy divisions tended to be t hrough the top
of the organisation, rather than (as in an indus t rial company
or even the Printing Works) through the bottom.
there was a management burdeni
cope with both effectively .

Added to that

and it was very difficult to
He, alone of the Executive

Directors, had tried to operate since Ashridge without a Deputy·
Director.

He had found it impossible .

The Governor added

that these problems were not just focused on the Executive
Director level .

We could not avo1d the :act that senior

people in the Bank were closely involved in po l icy, as wel l as
management, and they needed to allocate their time in a
sensible way.
Concluding the discussion, the Governor said that he would take:
note of Court's comments, wh ich were helpful .

The Bank would

proceed with the formation of the management committee , but
would give further thought to the relationship between the
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management committee and ExCo, and to the role and title of
ExCo.

Court approved the appointment of Oliver Page to succeed
Michael Foot as Deputy Director responsible for Supervision and
Surveillance.
Court noted the following appointments :
1

Alastair Clark, a Deputy Director responsible for
regulatory policy, is to extend his responsibilities to
cover all of the Financial Infrastructure Divisions,
reporting to Mr Kent .

2

Clifford smout, at present Head of the Banking
Supervisory Policy Div~sion, is to become head of a new
division combining Regulatory and Supervisory Policy;
he will be working both co Mr Page and to Mr c:ark.

3

John Trundle, at present the Private Secretary to the
Governor, is to become Head of the Payment SeLLlement
and Clearing Systems Division, succeeding Peter Allsopp,
who becomes a Special Adviser responsible fox
international payment systems issues .

4

Angela Wright, a Senior Manager in Lhe Financial Sectors
and Institutions Division, is to succeed John Beverly as
Head of that Division.

A Repo r t of t he Remunerati on Committee

In accordance with Section 10 of the Charter, Messrs Quinn,
King, Kent and Plenderleith withdrew .
Sir David Scholey, in his capacity as Chairman of the
Remuneration Committee, said that there were four
recommendations of the
and approval .
1

Comm1t~ee

before Court for consideratiort

They were as follows.

Having reviewed the special remuneration of Mr Rrian
Quinn it was recommended that, with effect from 1 January
1996, there shou l d be no change in his remuneration of
£145,000 pa but, on his retirement on 29 February 1996,

l

he should receive a special, non-pensionable payment of
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£15,000 in recognition of his contributions during the

year as Acting Deputy Governor.
2

Having reviewed the special remuneration of the remaini ng
members of the Executive it was recommended that, with
effect from 1 January 1996, the following enhancements to
remuneration should be made:Mr MAKing from £135,000 pa to £145,000 pa
Mr P H Kent from £130,000 pa to £136,000 pa
Mr Ian Plenderleith from £125,000 pa to £132,000 pa.

3

Having reviewed the remuneration of the Governor's
Advisers, it was recommended that, with effect from
1 January 1996, the remuneration of

4

It was recommended that, on appointment to the position
of Executive Director with effect from 1 March 1996,
Mr MD K

\~Foot's

special remuneration be £125,000 pa.

The recommendations were a p proved .
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS
WEDNESDAY 27 DECEMBER 1995

Present
Mr Davies, The Deputy Governor
Mr King

The number of Directors available being insufficient to form a
quorum, business proceeded, subject to ratification by the next
Court .
The Minutes of the last Court were noted .
The Deputy Governor spoke briefly about the foreign exchanges and
the state of the domestic markets .
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